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George Will Returns To Alma Mater
BY JAMIE GRIFFITH

News-Writer

George Will '62 returned to
Trinity College last Tuesday to
give a free lecture at the Oosting
Gymnasium. The lecture was
attended by about 200 Trinity
Students as well as 200 people
from the local community. According to President Evan
Dobelle, Will," Is that all too
rare a thing: a political commentator who thinks deeply
and writes with clarity and
grace."
Currently a commentator for
ABC-TV News, Will is also the
author of nine books, a biweekly column for Newsweek,
and columns that appear in 475
newspapers across the country.
In addition Will has recieved
the Pulitzer Prize for distinguished commentary, as well as
an honorary Doctarate of Humane Letters from Trinity
which he received in 1979.
Will's speech focused on our
country's current political situation. Drawing examples from
a bioaid spectrum ot issues,
Wll
l d t e f d ^
central issues in contemporary
politics. For instance, in discussing the shifting of power from
Congress to the President over
the years, he said he thought

that the Reagan/Bush era began
the shift of power to Congress
after the many years of Presidential domination. Talking
about the media's coverage of
politics today, Will stated that
in the 1980 Presidential campaign, the average length of a
soundbite for a canidate was 40
seconds. However in the 1992
election year, that number had
dropped to 7.2 seconds.the rest
of the time being taken up by
political commentary. This statistic .according to Will, has a
profound effect on the way the
public receives information
about the canidate's position. In
addition Will focused on other
such issues as the inefficency of
government and the current debate on Medicaid.
Will's speech time of 2:45 PM
on a Tuesday afternoon severly
limited the number of students
who were able to attend the lecture. However, there was still
considerable exitement over the
appearence of such a distinguished alum. President
Dobelle stated," I think it's great
that a man with celebrity status,
who could command $25,000

speech. Jim Washburn '97 said
he thought Will, "avoided taking one side. And that's gooci
otherwise he's not as effective aa critic." Though a large portioi i
of the students were impressed
by the speaker, some did not
agree with his politics.
Professor of Philosophy Drew
Hyland said," When the talk
began, I was impressed..." but
added,"by the end it delved int< <
the usual biased, witty Georg*.
Will. You couldn't have listened
to his entire talk and not known
where he stands." Professo;
Hyland also remarked that,
though, he felt Will's speech
was biased," he came up with
statistics that were thought pro
voking."
President Dobelle added," I
think the most accurate thin'
he said...was when he praised
me. I would have loved to be ablij
to stand up there and debau
him. But he is not there to bnon-partisian, he is there to b~
who he is." It was President
Dobelle's hope that Will speech would prove to be in
sightful and interesting.
Wills appearance at Trinu

f ree...and stayed to talk with students and faculty...and go to
classes."
There is some debate over the
non-partisian quality of the

rounding trie Vke-PresJdenfial
Debates to take place at the
Hartford Civic Center on October 2. Trinity was a finalist to
host the debate.
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Pulitzer Prize winning journalist
George Will '62 addressed a sizable crowd at the Ferris
Athletic Center last Tuesday.

Students

Hudson Street Housing
ternative for many was staying
in the summer lottery and riskNews Writer
ing getting a room of much
lower caliber. "Compared to
For the first time in Trinity's what I would have had on camhistory, a group of 47 students pus, this is great," said Laila
are being housed off campus at Schmutzler '99. "[The school]
560 Hudson Street next to the has done so much as far as makHartford Hospital. Though the ing it as easy as possible for us. 1
crisis was realized only this would definitely do it again
summer, the students, consist- next year. It is perfect for those
ing of 26 sophomores, three jun- seeking privacy and refuge
iors, one senior, and 17 transfer from campus.
students, enjoy nearly all the
Each resident has a 150
amenities of on-campus life and square foot room with a refrigare overwhelmingly impressed erator and an airconditioner in
with the administration's han- addition to network connecdling of the situation.
tions and telephone system.
Although not all the resi- There are four residents to every
dents are equally satisfied with bathroom, and every four rooms
the location, all expressed grati- is connected by a balcony.
tude at the manner in which Therelza Watson '98 comthey have been looked after. , mented that it is a "really nice
"The school is working real hard setup. Comfortable." Nearly evto make us feel at home," said eryone agreed that it was "really
nice," as one sophomore put it.
Patrick Hannon '99.
Living at 560 Hudson Street
As some pointed out, the alBY JACOB KASELL

has obvious disadvantages; for
instance the physical distance
from campus. A shuttle running from Mather Hall every
half hour from 7 AM till 3 AM
seven days a week is practically
the only way to reach the building since parking is problematic.
Many residents
complained of having to schedule their lives around the
shuttle schedule. "You always
have to plan your life around
something."
countered
Schmutzler. Campus Safety has
offered to help with transportation when possible, yet many
choose to stay on campus as
much as possible.
Building a sense of community both amongst the residents
and with the Trinity community at large has been a primary
concern of the administration.
Representatives of the administration have been meeting frequently with residents to

-7/

address the issue. Sarah Neill,
Director of Residential Life expects that as time passes,
Hudson Street will become "demystified". She expressed her
hope that students from campus would make an effort to familiarize themselves with the
residents. In conjunction with
others, Neill is planning a
school-wide function at
Hudson Street in a room said to
be half the size of the Washington Room. Neill remains optimistic, saying she "feels
confident about efforts, so far."
Although Trinity's policy is to
guarantee housing, on-campus
housing has never been explicitly stated. As David Weiner,
Dean of Students explained, letters explaining the Hudson
Street option were sent to all 157
students who participated in
the summer lottery. The result,
he.says, was that all the residents, with the exception of

transfer students chose to live
there, In addition to a lounge
with a pool table and a largescreen television (with cable),
residents receive a $400 discount on their housing.
The housing crunch, felt by
many, was the result of several
causes. Neill cited a decrease in,
the number of students going
abroad, people withdrawing or
transferring out of Trinity, and
the large freshman and sophomore classes as the primary reasons, for the scarcity of available
housing.
Numerous problems also
faced administrators when the
search for off campus housing
began. Already, many lounges
that were once rooms have been
converted back into rooms. The
administration felt that in order
to best stay in tune with the
Trinity community the residents needed to be housed in a
see HOUSING page 10
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Welcome Back Campers!
What people are talking about
when there's nothing else to talk about.

And So It Goes...

Construction

Coming back to Trinity means different things to different students. To seniors, it means the beginning of the end of their collegiate careers, to juniors, it
means they are one year closer to the end, to sophomores it means a year to
redefine their collegiate experience and freshmen, who experience college for
the first time, it means they have a chance to decide if they will return to Trinity.
Each year, new friends are made, old friends are lost, knowledge is gained
(hopefully) and we all go away knowing a little bit more about who we are
and a little bit less about where we're going. That is the brutal, honest and
scary truth.
George Will '62 returned to Trinity. He came, and we all flocked to see him.
That is the dream; that is the ideal experience for any college graduate. Not
neccessarily that we will return as a conservative political commentator, but
that we will return successful and important. Success, however, is not measured only by how large of a crowd one can gather at their return, but rather
by our own scale of self-worth. Will what we do be important? Will we feel
accomplished? Most importantly, will we be happy?
The answers to these questions lie in the future, but it is here, at Trinity, where
we start to find out where we want life to lead us. For seniors, the frequently
asked, and most dreaded question is, "So, what are you going to do after this?"
"After this," is such and interesting description. It implies that we are not just
students in college, but instead, we are experiencing something so intangible
and enormous, that it has no qualifying word to describe it. It is true: the "college experience," which is referred to in great length during freshman orienta- <
tion becomes more than four years of classes; it is a time of self-discovery,
maturity and responsibility...within limits.
We are surrounded by iron gates, not only in the geographical sense, but in
the emotional sense as well. We can explore and experience freely for four
years, but once that diploma is in our hands, we leave the safe gates of Trinity
in every sense.
So, the questions remain: Will we be happy? Will we make the right choices?
Will we come back to Trinity a success? Perhaps the more appropriate question is: Can we ever really come back to Trinity?
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"Motown Review" headlines Trinity's
first $18,000 party for students. Expensive
alternative to Greeks.

Hudson St.
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Sounds like a party. Great way to help
transfer students assimlilate. Yet another
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The View

Marty's newfound social consciousness
provides a quiet place for upperclassmen,
wt" but denies freshman the classic social
proving ground.

Tropical

A fall semester staple. The beer was
jfc yellow and foamy... so was the fish pool.
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"Conscious Minds" is a new addition to this year's Opinion
section. Each week will feature a different question of significant worth to the entire Trinity Community. If you would like
to be a respondent to "Conscious Minds" (found on page 4)
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individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
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The fun begins each weekday at 7:00 A.M.
Best time to sleep on Vernon Street is
JL during 10-10:15 coffee break.
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At the Writing Center
115 Vernon Street

P
Help with:
Analyzing an assignment
Developing a clear and effective
argument
Revising and editing a rough draft
Improving proof reading skills
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Monday-Thursday 6:30-9:30 PM
Sunday and Monday 10:00 PM
to Midnight in Mather Hall

Drop in or call 297-2468 for an appointment
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What's Wrong
As members of a college community it should not be a surprise that we are expected to
live under and abide by a certain set of rules/Standards of
social and academic behavior
are expected to maintain an environment which promotes
learning and growth. Obviously, there is a balance between
order and freedom which must
be found. Understanding this,
however, we must be careful not
to allow our lives to be governed
by rules which are unnecessary
and counterproductive. I see
mandatory class attendance
policies as an example of such
regulation.
Having studied at Trinity for
three years, I have encountered
a variety of classes which have
these systems in place. The majority of these use attendance as
a factor in the determination of
a final grade. Some are rigidly
constructed and penalize a
student's grade a fixed amount
for each absence. Others are
more subjective, allowing the
professor to use his/her discretion concerning excessive absences. Undoubtedly, the
intention of such policies is a
good one. An institution such as
ours .is dependent on student
participation and input which
requires regular attendance.
I am assuming that attendance policies were created in
response to general and pervasive problems with tardiness
and absenteeism in the past.
Speaking from my own experience, 1 can attest to the fact that
Fridays can b&diffi^t'd^pfep
learning A severe headache

by Jamie Evans
rendered from excessive quantities of beer, liquor, cigarettes,
and lack of sleep is certainly a
substantial hurdle to cross in
the weekly attempt to rise from
slumber for an 8:30 class. I also
understand that teaching a
class in which only half the students regularly attend must be
a depressing and frustrating
endeavor. It seems then that requiring students to attend class
by threatening them with grade
depreciation would be a perfectly logical solution. Not so, I
would say.
Such systems, in my view,
present an ideological insult to

OPINION
food, comfortable seating, and
the Swedish bikini team might
have the same effect, but that
doesn't make it right. That, it
seems to me, is the fundamental problem with these devices
of coercion.
They do not address the underlying problem; which seems
to be an lack of awareness on
the part of many students that
the classroom experience is the
most valuable part of our collegiate careers. We are all blessed
with the opportunity to listen
and contribute in a forum
which will, for most of us, be a
foreign entity for the remainder
of our lives. The college classroom is a respite from real life.
Differing opinions are tolerated
and encouraged. Communicat-

"Trinity must begin to place the burden of
behaving as rational adults squarely on the
shoulders of the student"
what is supposedly the time in
which young men and women
begin to take personal responsibility for their actions. In my
own high school experience,
missing a class was punishable
by "Saturday Night Detention",
a miserable and undesirable experience considering it was the
only non-school night of the
week. The policy worked, students realized class attendance
was necessary to reach a certain
end — freedom on Saturday
night. Trinity's attendance policies might be equally as effective. They might work in the
sense that they get our butts in
the classroom. The fear of grade
penalty probably is enough in-

ing with professors and fellow
classmates offers us the chance
to experience views which may
never have occurred to us in our
readings and other studies outside the class. Attendance policies seems to be antithetical to
such a project. Trinity should be
striving to not only get our
butts in the classroom, but also
our minds and our thoughts. Its
too easy to stumble to class,
open a notebook, and semi-consciously jot down a few notes
while wondering what's for
lunch at Mather.
I say abolish the mandatory
attendance policies. I am quite
sure this would never happen.
Fears of dramatic drop-offs in

tend class most of the time. Free

strong. In fact, such fears are nor
without merit. If the current
status of this college remained
the same excluding a change in
attendance policies, I have no
doubt that such fears would become reality. Perhaps 1 am naive,
but 1 see other methods as plausible options for promoting attendance and participation.
Make the classroom experience integral in examinations
and written assignments. I have
had more than one class where
diligent reading and careful
writing served as a perfect substitute for daily attendance. It
seems that could certainly be
changed by adjusting testing
and assignment methods. If
that was done, a student's"final
grade would represent in some
manner his/her attendance
without having to specifically
demand it.
Trinity must begin to place
the burden of behaving as rational adults squarely on the
shoulders of the student. The
days should be over when we
are told where to be and when
to be there and how to do whatever it is we are doing. It might
be a painful lesson for some, but
if a student wants to skip a class
or all of them, the decision
should be a personal one. We
should all be mature and rational enough to understand the
need for classroom attendance.
If not, perhaps weshould not be
here.
I have no doubt that mandatory attendance policies are
frustrated attempts to address a
bewildering phenomenon!
Nonetheless by requiring attendance the factors that lead to
abscences are not addressed and
remedied, they are simply ignored.

WHERE DID
YOtTTOVKEUPON
SUNDAY MORNING ?
JOHN NORRIS '97

"...a one room shack in
Montana, reworking trie
manifesto. They got the
wrong guy."

ALISA ROTANDO '99

"In my bed? I don't know."

ADAM KURTH '98

"Under the pong table."
TRIP WARNER '98

"Passed out in my own
bathroom. That's better
than someone else's bathroom."
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fr c|ass?to'e|a^
generated hyrourmbsty^
m'an class has;had:a:great time'exj^ri^
and they have o^n a l l : ^
OuriBg^!ine:io^^nK0f:'attdtt^/v^^n^l^ has become apj: parent to;methatse^ral of/them have
using some of our^Cbmitfunalreferenees arid;colloquial staples;;
l
S
d
h
^
t
^
'
Freshman Guy A: I heard there's a 1 ate night at, iih,. A-B or, uh,
:he Mall. Let's go as soon as I funnel another Olympia.;; . •;,*.v; ;
FreshmanGuyB: Yea. Its the water: . " ; ';
;
Freshman Guy A: Hold on, I have to fix the tape on the back of
my baseball cap.

:

:

•... : ; :.••••-•

Freshman Guy B: Me too. {to Freshman Girl A) Wanna Go?
Freshman Girl A: (with great contempt) But isn't that a/rdtcrnityl I hear they participate in Satanic rituals, pee in the beer
and copulate with livestock.
;
Perhaps youheard this? -I'tod was struck by the astounding
v a r i e t y o f m i s c o n c e p t i o n s . ••'

;• : ; •••"•:'•/ ;

; :,:

;; : ;

:

; ;

Yes, it really is the^wat^butat's A - ^
andtheHallis not whereyoxiho^
"- ™i"i;; •*• - J;;therelMsffilf
te;^igte^
!

|h^ ^th\tfei^e|;;pr;feu|t^

dh§Qi§^^
;§ufs^!f girl|#h^RaTC;nc5thmghecterto-dp than, well,
ni6repreyaieht:uhderstandihgs.: :": '

:

; < ;: '••' : \

•?::.

jhxshmah Girl Ai- tquietb/jto fr-iendi hut inotquietly enough)
It was 6;0Q inthe morning; The sun w a s ^
it rise over: the hills in.the distance<and the;carnpus was sooo
quiet: I was wearing a pair of his hlghrsehpollacrosse shorts;
and one of his tee shirts^-1 was; barefoot and! had my formal
dress in nrylef t hand.my'h^elsirirn^Tight^andl wasstillcbml l
i ^ l
y;^
the iri^;

;|&i||§t|lg^^

|j^l®^^^^WlnWiii%llI|ft^^ai^:|l.i^e:
the sordid surface to probe the deeper questions s l i h l S ^ o ^ u
love him? does he start or ride the bench? was it ||l||j;;:g;|i|t;:l
ing put that there is a small' sect of students
shante!' d|ffgr^i|fly,-Ra,t^er-'than denoting tb
theraoroitfg'^fler^jrap't'ur^filled everujtj
the walk E'dttietepi,ili;gar,ty brjate nigji
for a Suitable, willing l^ghtiftfe iornp^ttian -was |
the right light, bodh meanings setm qredible. • jjlll:.:«siwas5fs
^Arip^y)yS

:

*f|e!h^

'Sj^^Sl^lJffl'irij'dOTk;^^
r;ipJri^d^^^ih^|L:;^
*kisfi4cjs|e^^
theteiSoroe^hl-fei*;>;KS:;w
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Conscious Minds
The Tito Puente Concert was an unusual intercommunal event. Is this how we should
be looking to direct our efforts at community inclusion and betterment?

By GEORGE BROWN ' 9 8
Respondent

Last week's Tito Puente concert
proved to be a real success for Trinity
and the surrounding community. Is
this the way Trinity should be directingits efforts at neighborhood inclusion
and betterment? Sure, they want to
have fun just like we do. We need to
befriend the community if we want to
work with them and become involved
in making it better. The excitement of
social events can make our neighbors
feel like neighbors, and contribute a
healthy relationship with the surrounding community.

Puente concert helps breakdown some
of the barriers which exist between the
school and the community. Inviting
the community to come for a visit lets
them have a glimpse of what our lives
are like. Many of the attendees at the
concert stepped onto the Trinity campus for the first time in their lives. They
might have had no real idea what it was
like "up on that hill" before the concert.
I wonder how the community looks at
the school. I have a feeling some of them
think of us as heartless rich kids. We
need to show them that we are interested in helping them and, more importantly, befriending them. They are
intrigued by who we are and what we
do, just as we are intrigued when we
drive down Broad Street.
My intrigue was slightly satiated by
the concert. As I was making a few balloon animals for some of the kids at the
show, I was amazed at their behavior.
The kids were greatful and polite, and
their eyes were lit up like saucers. One
young boy asked if 1 would make a
flower for his mother because it was her
birthday. And, boy did I ever make the
best flower I could. It was great to see

"...imagine a time when we could take the fences away..."
What could be better than throwing
a party to get to know each other? Isn't
hat how many of us here at Trinity initially met? It's easier to mingle at a
party than it it is to walk up to someone on the street and just start Calking
to them. We all become better acquainted through social events. The students here always seem to enjoy the
social life, so why not share -with the
community?
As it is now, our sharing with the
community is limited. The package
tores and bars are the only place where
students and the community come together, but are not necessarily blending.
Before the concert, 1 made a visit to Joe
down at the H&rL Package store and
met three different guys who were going to the concert. They were quite excited about theconcert because Tito is
one of their favorite artists. It was super to share in their excitement of a local concert. It caused me to wonder if
they have the opportunity to see many
concerts. Unfortuantely, I told the
gentelmen incorrectly about the beverage policy for the night. I hope they at
least had a cooler to keep their beers
cold until after the show.
A social gathering such as the Tito

the boy thinking of his mother when
he could have asked for a sword to
fight his buddies with. The children
waited patiently, and did not complain about my mediocre skills, which
is more than I can say for other groups
1 have worked with.
There is great potential in the community, but we need to help therr^
reach there potential. It c€f taittily is*
one way for the college to involve itself in the long neglected community.
Here at Trinity, we need to become as
much of a part of the community as
possible. Imagine walking to Sam's for
a pack cigarettes or their famous fried
chicken without being solicited by
someone scrounging change, and
without fear of being mugged.
It was a real treat to open the gates
of Trinity to the community and we
should support President Dobelle in
his actions to rebuild Frog Hollow, It
would be great to, imagine a time
when we could take the fences away:
from Trinity completely and feel integrated into the community, lam,
thankful that President Dobelle has :
recognised the potential of our community and has taken the initiative to
begin rebuilding it.
sincerity. Anyone can tell the difference
between be "being thrown a bone," and
action bora of real concern. What does
it say if we are willing to spe nd hundreds
of millions of dollars on the community
but are unwilling to spend time with the
community.

BY PAUL DIGIACOMO '97

quences. Trinity's black iron gates
opened, temporarily.
/
• Before the concert began my friends
and I visited the;local package; store for
: :some alternative beverages. On the way
: there: and^back %e were:asked by six
different car/lpads of people how to find
/Trinit^andmoVeimportahtlyvTrinity^
/qiiad! ^e"gave each car load directions,
and .they vyere, on their way. Most
.people that live around Trinity, eyen
within the:block vicinity, have never
visited the campus. Those who do visit
BY M O R G A N RissEL 98
are people: who workforthe cpllege,
•••'•'"•'^'Respondent,
children clad with hikes and backTito.Puerite's concert, sponsored;by packs, the occasional dog walker, and/
Trinity /and our President Dobelle, , or volleyball player,, With large oppress
brought and encouraged our neighbors Siye exterior buildings and a spiked
to come join the celebration. This con- iron fence along the border, Trinity's
cert was seen by many students, in-v campus isn't that inviting to an outeluding rhyself, as a first step in mixing sider. Would you want to visit?
students, faculty and what is considOne of the greatest assets of Trinity
ered the outside comirtunity of/Hart- is Hartford, which we are finally startford,The question being, what did this ing to recognize. Thereare tremendous
coiicert really signify or do for our opportunities: community outreach
neighborly: relations? V
-: programs. Neighborhood Posse, Camp
for Kids, Soup Kitchens, internship pos•Hearing from
|'seeing; the reaction of the crowd, sibilities, not to mention the State capiiflnejcarifspeculate that the concert it- tol and HajtfqrdCouratit, all within our
self was a success ylt; was a hlgrit of reach. •Shouldwe stay/on ourljttle is;greatfestJ:vitieseomptetewithidancmg: land of greenor;should:weopeti up our
childre^wich chocolate face^ roman-' walls: and boundaries: to other areas?
couples picnicking, groups: ofc TjinityshouldnSbe so: imperious as to
d d k i h l l f e f t / ;;believe we- can go ouft but they cannot
/Come in, Because ;Trinity is located in
the quad;;
rOgressedpeop/le/-'-. Ha:rtford,we;:Should:be::a part of the
" ::epm:munUyinall:asoec^
i/tl|e::pe|formipg::::/!^
jli|feian^i^u^cjs:/»{^::inyidh^
;Sso^o|ffi/:|p:l;|ihg/S.vr^§^^^

-Should we stay on our island of green or should we
open ourf-:^M0ii^^..bo04(ii^:::tQ other areas?"
Sp/; Cbliegeis a time'of learning and
//growth/: This learning encompasses
•/more thai? lectures,:books and;papers
/ ancleontiriuesOnintowhatwelike to
#lw^l|ec^gnidiaisi;dii:fetehee :::calltM;"real world." Trinity is not the
fthany tjnies/to/his la tineibrotriers: and :/'<reaVworld;"butexistswithinit.Bygiv-:
/Sisters. It wasobvious>by the choice of • ing to our community, whether that be
^rnus'icians/vvhat the college was doing, /in the way of volunteering time, money,
inciting bur/neighbors over fdf'-a'^beer jobs, or throwing a party.we will help
/and-a:godd timei This goal or theme ourselves and our neighbors. Rather
/seems::;/;to//incorporate://President than living on opposite sides of the
jDojelle'S 12-step plan/for Trinity; cre- fence, we should find some place in the
ating^ better Hartford, arid better rela- middle where we can meet and learri
from; each other. Our campus should
yy
,
throwing this party, a great gesture was not^be a fortress of brick and ivy, it
rnade> yet with no'immediateconse-: should be a place of learning.::
clear that he intendsforTrinity to play a
prominent role within Hartford as a
whole and specifically within the immediate neighborhood. Asfaraslcanjudge
student sentiment, there seems to be a
heartfelt agreement with this course of
action.

"President Dobelle has made it clear that he intends
for Trinity to play a prominent role within Hartford
as a whole and specifically within the immediate
neighborhood."

Respondent

• Quite simply, yes. There are several
avenues of approach towards involve"
rnent in the community. Trinity has secured millions of dollars in federal
grant money to be used in the immediately surrounding neighborhood. It
would be very easy to simply hide behind this money and claim that the
money itself'was sufficient involve-•
ment.in the neighborhood. Fortunately
we have not chosen this parh, money is
much less valuable than time and caring, A simple infusion of federal, dol-.
lars would be seriously lacking in

' This of course begs the more general
• The Tito Puente concert should serve
question, why do we.care- to be involved as a .model n$ to how to bescdirect efforts
with the community? Would it not be of community involvement. There are
much easier to in effect close of E the cam- of course many variations on this expus from the outside? Let's have campus ample that Trinity can use ro further resecurity stationed at every entrance to ' lations between the college and the
campuscheckingstucIentlDs. We'could •' community. Let me offer one that may
isolate ourselves and still help checoror - be very effective in helping tp bridge the .
•munity financially, wouldn't that be-a ' gap thatexists between the college and
.good solution? Don't scoff, I have heard the. community as a whole. The most
this .suggested in the past. Thankfully • striking feature of ow campus is of
few peo'ple would still offer this as a'vir.
-' course thje Chapel, .It would seem to be
•, able .alternative, to coriimunity inyolve- an appropriate place to continue-the
' rnerit,: President PobeUe; has .rhade.lt • ;, cppirmmity's,$ria tte college's mtegfa-'

tion. Religious services could be
opened to the community and become
a true inter communal event. For all the
criticism religion receives today, it can
have the power to bring diverse groups
of people together to form a larger
whole, while still retaining the qualities
unique to the specific group. Religious
worship in the Chapel could fuiiction
as a forumfortwo distinct cultures to
experience and learn from each other,
ail while they share in the practice of a
common religion, Also, it would help
to foster personal relationships between
members of the college community
and our neighbors from the adjacent
community.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, involvement in the community
can not, and will hot, workit it is totally
atopdown,administraiiveaction. Students must talce some of rhe initiative
in this. There are countless opportunities for us to become involved, Whether
it be to author a paper on the abandoned busdepot or to simply make balloon animal?for children/it all intendstoward the same goal, and that goal can
only be-desctibed as good for all involved, • ' . ' ' ' • ' ' •;
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It is time to cast your

vote
Elect

if!1

your class officers
and SGA Representative
Wednesday, September 18th
from 8 am. - 7 p.m.
In Mather lobby and the Koeppel

Bistro
•i

i,(';-,,,

. , ./',-_, ,•/,.,

Participation is critical:
The class with the greatest amount of
participation will win a dessert study break
catered byTimothy's

See you at the
polls!!

\
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New Dorm Construction Causes Problems
BY JUSTIN SMITH

News Writer

The construction of New Dormatory/
Social Center which began after last
year's commencement has students
waking up early on the north side of
campus. The complex which will cost
the school in the neighborhood of six
million dollars is currently undergoing
major structural work and is due for
completion prior to the start of the 199798 academic year.
The new dorm, itself, will be four
floors, with the top three providing student living facilities and the bottom
floor serving as comfortable social space.
Adding an additional 80 beds to campus,
the layout will be all singles with the exception of two quads per floor. A living
room with kitchenette and bathroom facilities will alsobe available for student
use. The planned social center, which
will sit adjacent to the dormatory, is designed to accomadate large parties and
other school functions. It will be layed
FILE PHOTO
out in hall fashion, and feature a stage, The New Dorm construction on the north side of campus has
disrupted the lives of manywho live around it.
catering kitchen, and bar stations.
According tojohn Woolley, Director of a decent conversation." Matt Welch '99, right." Brian Price, '99, verified this and
Facilities Planning and Management, also of Park Place, said "You can forget said "we've reported this situation six or
the dual nature of the project "takes ad- about opening the window when it seven times and people are sympathetic
vantage of the cost effective nature of starts. Sometimes it's just like an earth- on the phone but bottom line: we never
providing adequate social space and resi- quake. The plants start shaking, the win- get called back." In addition the condential facilities in the same building."
Furthermore, once finished, the New
"Sometimes it's just like an earthquake. The plants start
Dorm/Social center will hopefully provide the North side of campus with
shaking, the window panes rattle, and you feel like the
many of the Mather-like facilities it now
whole roof is caving in." -Matt Welch '99
lacks.
Along with these optimistic goals and
visions for Trinity's future, however, dow panes rattle, artd you feel like the struction has resulted in the loss of nucomes the reality of the construction's whole roof is caving in."
merous parking spaces on the North side
immediate repercussions. For students
Perhaps the toughest inconvience of Campus forcing those students with
liv ing in High Rise, Boardwalk, and Park. right now, though, isn't the early morn- cars to park down the street in the CamPlace it is fair to say that their lifestyles ing dirt moving or the noise; it's the mys- pus Safety or risk a tickets from theHartr
-have been sufficientlyalteredrrPark-Plaee— -tertousTack*bHnttrnet-€apabHrtiesin " ford Police byparicrngilon~1S&morrSrreerresident Terry Rifkin '99 reported that these threedorms. "We'vegot no network
[n response co the question concern"construction starts about 8:00 AM and service up here," Welch said, "to check e- ing the inconvience of students Woolley,
you can definitely hear it. At points its mail you've got to hike all the way down (representing Buildings and Grounds),
difficult to watch TV, study, or even hold to the library or even MCEC. It just isn't stated that "we knew construction was

going to be a problem and everyone living there was warned." Furthermore
"we've asked the construction manager
to hold off until 8:00 AM instead of 6:30
which would otherwise be the case." In
terms of the car question, "additional
parking is being made available in the
Campus Saf tey lot in order to fill the void
left by the work site." Wooley was also
happy to report that "our timeline expects to enclose the building by a third
of the way through the year. The shell
will be up, the work will move to the interior, and this will hopefully help the
noise factor."
Regardless of these efforts, students
are still clearly unhappy and somewhat
annoyed by their present predicament.
"We deserve the lowest lottery pick or
some kind of financial deduction on our
room because we are certainly faced
with the worst conditions", Welch said.
In addition, contrary to Woolley's earlier
assertion,Welch claims, "The worst part
is we were never specifically warned this
would be happening."
The situation, however, doesn't seem
to be changing anytime soon and construction certainly won't be completed
before the end of this year. Interestingly
enough, the long range plans for
dormatory life at Trinity are just as active. Northam Towers, Woodward, and
Goodwin are all scheduled for major refurbishing in the near future as are all of
Jarvis and Cook.
None of this will occur, however, before an even newer 150 bed dorm finds
its way on to campus at an undetermined site. Incidentally, this means, as
Wooley said, "our Hudson Street facilities look to be on line and a continuing
Trinity institution for at least the next
three years." As a result of the continued expansion the inconvenience of conttfotjixy ""**"'' "•'-""-J 'jJ"-'-o""<' - —'- **"-j"
lege believes that in the long run these
residential changes will make living on
campus a more comfortable and convenient experience.
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Activists Spar With Marriott
BY CARLY GEEZA

News Writer

A number of students representing the interests of vegans
and vegetarians on campus
voiced their concerns with Marriott policies in two recent meetings with the administration

fried on the same grill as bacon,
eggs, and hamburgers to red dye
#40 goes against the chosen
lifestyles of these students.
Francis feels that other vegans
are being "cheated out of the
true vegan experience" by unwittingly eating products they
have sworn to avoid.
Vegans and vegetarians alike

"Though we have met with empty promises
in the past, 1 hope that the latest efforts by
Marriott will result in concrete change.
However, I want them to know that just one
more option for Vegans isn't enough. "
-Sarah Francis '99
and representatives from Marriott. The group cited lack of
information, selection, and
overall disrespectful attitude of
the food service provider as
their primary concerns. The
students seek to make Marriott
more accountable to the specific
needs of those with alternative
dietary lifestyles.
Currently, it is extremely difficult to find out what is in any
of the food; most of the Marriott employees either don't really
know, or don't care. When
asked about access to nutritional information, John Small,
Director of Food Services for
Marriott, stated that the information is available in Mather
Hall.
However, Sarah Francis '99,
no longer signed up on the meal
plan, responded to Small, saying, "It's not detailed enough
and nowhere near adequate."
Francis, like others, requires
far more specific information
regarding the ingredients in
what she consumes. Everything from vegetables that is

are frustrated with the lack of
selection that Marriott provides
for their needs. Mike Wilson '98,
a vegetarian, moans repeatedly,
"stir-fry, rice, beans," reflecting
the views of many across campus who seek an alternative to
the usual meat n' potatoes fare
of Mather Hall. "We just want
to have as similar a variety as
everyone else," says Wilson.
"We're not trying to make
things difficult, we're just trying
to improve upon our eating experience."

ott has recently added soy milk
as an option, in response to recent pressure. In addition, Marriott is adding new items to the
salad bar in Mather and plans
on adding garden burgers to the
menus at the Bistro and in the
Cave.
There is also a general feeling
among vegans and vegetarians
that they have generally been
given the runaround by Marriot
administrators. According to
Mike Wilson when he orginally
approached the Marriot organization about trying to cook
more Vegan and Vegetarian options he was told that they
would try only if he provided
them with the recipes for these
meals. Wilson feels that this responsibility should fall on the
shoulders of Marriot since we
pay them to provide a service.
Although a minority on campus, the vegan/vegetarian
group is making itself heard
and seems to be making
signifigant strides towards its
goals. "Though we've met with
empty promises in the past, I
hope that the latest efforts by
Marriot will result in concrete
change. However, I want them
to know that just one more op-

"We will see a difference. It won't happen
overnight. But we are making a concerted
effort through regular meetings." -April Brown,
Trinity Liaison to Marriott
John Small, in his defense,
claims that the vegan movement is entirely new to him and
cites measures Marriott is takin^ 10 accommodate iheir

needs. "We are currently investigating options to include the
lifestyles of vegetarians and
vegans into the menu." Marri-

tion for vegans isn't enough.
Lack of information is the main
problem," Francis concludes.
April Brown, Trinity's liason to
Marriott, states, "We will see. a
difference. It won't happen
overnight, but we are making a
concerted effort to affect change
through regular meetings."

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
No Means No!
Judge William H. Welch, a Hampshire Superior Court judge ruled that Melissa Enrile
would not be attending Amherst College.. Formerly a student at Suff ield Academy in
Suffield, Connecticut, and now a student at Muhlenberg College, Enrile was mistakingly
mailed an acceptance letter offering her early admission into the Class of 2000. The letter
also stated that Amherst reserved the right to revoke her acceptance if she was unable to
maintain her academic standards. When the school noticed their mistake they notified
Enrile and her parents that they had intended to defer her to the regular admission pool.
Finally on March 6College Counselotr Sean Flynn Reynolds wrote and informed Enrile
that," Because I and the Admissions office believe so strongly that you are inadequately
prepared to do the work at Amherst, by this letter we are withdrawing the offer which we
erroneously sent to you." Upon hearing this Enrile and her parents filed suit claiming that
Amherst College was guilty of "breach of contract/' Judge Welch however ruled against
the Enrile's motion which was seeking to force Amherst to admit Enrile as a student. Upon
hearing the courts decision Amherst President Tom Gerety stated," We're pleased to hear
that we won the motion, and hard as it was, we feel that we did the right thing for
Amherst and its whole range of canidates." Though the court ruled in Amherst's favor this
time, the legal battle between the College and Enrile is far from over. When reached for
comment following the ruling Enrile's father Jose Amat said,," We are here to go all the
way to the wire, even if that implies going to the Supreme Court. They are in for a fight."

Major Shift in National College Rankings
The annual college rankings published in the latest issue of US News and World
Report revealed some major changes from past years.. Amherst College ranked number
one for the past three years relinguished its hold on the top spot to Swarthmore,which
had previously been ranked number three. As a result of theswitch, Williams which has
traditionally vied with Amherst for the top. spot dropped to number three. In addition to
these two schools 8 other members of the NESCAC conference currently are ranked in the
top 30 colleges. Both Bates and Bowdoin dropped four spots in the rankings with Bates
falling to 22nd and Bowdoin dropping to eighth. In addition to these schools the other
NESCAC schools are Middlebury (7), Weskeyan (14), Colby (18), Trinity (21), Hamilton (23),
and Connecticut College (26).:
.:
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Electronic Equipment Stolen
On September 6, miscellaneous electronic
equipment was stolen from a first-floor apartment
located at 72 Cresent Street (off-campus). The residents
realized they had been burglarized when they returned
their apartment and saw the back door open. Among the
items stolen were two televisions sets and a VCR. There
are no suspects at this time.

TrinColl Journal Burglarized
TrinColl Journal Editor-in-Chief Ian Sample reported
a computer chip stolen from their office at some point
over the summer. The chip was valued at approximately
$250.

Freshmen Alcohol Poisoning
In two seperate incidents - one on September 6 and
one on September 7 - two freshmen were hospitalized
due to excessive alcohol consumption. According to
Campus Safety, the two students acquired the alcohol
from their parents.

Forced Entry Averted
A student living in Northam Towers, Room 103,
heard a suspicious noise at his window on September 9.
The student then saw a dark complected male run away
from his window after attempting to break into the
room. He did not succeed in breaching the security
screen.

Freshman Damages Antenna
On September 12, a freshman was seen damaging the
antenna of a car parked in the Seabury parking lot. The
student has been identified and referred to the Dean of
Students' office.

Burglary In Jarvis
Four students residing in Jarvis Hall left their room
on September 10 at 7:30 p.m. When they returned at 9:00
p.m., they found four items missing. Among the missing
items are a phone, a Swiss Army Watch, and an adaptor
to a computer. An audit of the Locknetics system
showed that only the combinations of the four students
were used to gain entry to the room during the time in
question. Campus Safety believes that someone saw one
of the students using the combination or the
combination was given out by one of the residents.

Vandilization At Anadama
An Anadama resident looked out his window on
September 11 at 10:00 p.m. and saw four young males
tampering with his vehicle. He yelled out to the
perpetrators and warned them away. The suspects fled
the scene in a car they drove in with. The resident's car
suffered slight damage. Hartford Police and Campus
Safety are investigating as the student did obtain the
registration number of the vehicle.

Seabury Vehicle Burglarized
A Mariott employee parked his car in the Seabury lot
on September 12 and discovered his radio missing. It is
unknown how entry was gained as there was no damage
to the windows and all the doors were locked.

Students Responding To Crunch
Campus Safety is pleased at the student response to
the decrease in the number of parking spaces available
on campus. According to Director Brian Kelly, there has
been expanded use of the Broad and Vernon Street lot as
well as the newly constructed lot located next to
Campus Safety Headquarters on Vernon Street "We are
very much aware that students don't have a lot of places
to park," said Kelly, "However spaces continue to be
available at the Vernon Street lots." Students are advised
by Campus Safety and Hartford Police not to park on the
north side of Allen Place due to congestion reasons and
for safety concerns.

written and compiled by
Ernesto ClAnguillct

Class of 1997
President

Brian "Gordo" Gordon
Bill Bickford
Peter Burns
"Unfortunately, all too often I
"We, the Class of 1997, are an
"In the last three years I have
impressive group of individuals sought to be invovled in all as- have heard Trinity described as
possessing a variety of aca- pects of student life at Trinity. I an apathetic campus. 1 do not
demic and extracurricular in- appreciate what Trinity has believe that things need to be
terests. I have been active with done for me and am seeking re- this way. My experiences in Armany aspects of our school and election to be class of 1997 Presi- gentina and Sweden have
have been fortunate to become dent. Our experience here is broadened my horizons and
acquainted with many of my something that we will always have given me new perspectives
classmates. It is quite evident remember and something to on life. I have learned to think
we are now in the right place at hold on to. As President of the in an encompassing manner,
the right time, and we would be senior class 1 promise to do ev- while being respectful of differfoolish not to take advantage of erything I can to make our final ent individuals and lifestytles.
this year of promise - our last as year not only a good time but All of us have changed and maundergraduates.
filled with memories to carry tured since matriculation, and
though I believe recognizing
"I do love this school of ours, with us.
for it has provided me with the
"As president of the senior these potential differences is vithree greatest years of my life. I class last year I gained the - tal, it is equally important that
believe my Trinity pride will experince and the confidence to we work together towards our
strengthen this already unified handle the rsponsiblities of se- common goal. As graduation
class and represent every one of nior class President. I ask for approaches (or in some cases,
us with utmost dignity."
your support again this year twenty years from now in hindand promise a year to remem- sight), many of you may wish
that you were more active, and
ber."
participated in class functions."

Nate MacDonald
"With a $25,000 Senior Budget my goal is to bring our class
together after we girdled the
earth with our knowledge.
These are my objectives as President:
"1) Every week have Senior
night with free pizza and beer,
strawberries and champagne,
or cheese, crackers and wine.
"2) Have a massive tailgating
party at Homecoming.
"3) Senior Trip to the
Foxwood Casino.
"4) Senior SnowBall Formal
with a live band.
"5} Spend the rest o£ the
$25,000 on SENIOR WEEK
"I was President of our class
Sophomore year and Vice President Freshman year. I will
bring our class together and
make this our best year at Trinity."

Michelle Pilapil
"Three years have come and
gone so quickly. I remember
being an insecure freshmenscared that I would never fit in.
But, I was wrong. The Class of
1997 has a very strong bond.
The bonds of friendship that
have surfaced' throughout the
years are apparent by the
groups of seniors interacting
everywhere on campus. As
president, I would strive to
strengthen these bonds through
study breaks and social events.
There is the fear that after
graduation we will lose contact
act as a liaison between the
members of the Class of 1997 to
ensure that this wouldn't happen. "

Secretary

Vice-President
Don't
forget to
vote
tomorrow
Peter "Gramm" Grammaticas

Matt Medeiros
"It's our senior year, let's go out
"After spending a semester
abroad, 1 have returned with a in style.
renewed sense of pride in our
"You know, being the Trinity
school. As your Vice President College Bantam over the last
I will bring our class together three years, it's been my job to
and work closely with the other bring energy and enthusiasm
class officers to plan new and into the game - to take a crowd
exciting senior functions. If of people and pull them toelected I will endeavor to use gether for a common purpose.
my enthusiasm to benefit the That's what we need to do now
class and create a sense of com- with our class.
munity in this our final year."
"I intend to enjoy our senior
year to the fullest, and I want us
to do it with an energy, grace,
and style that's never been done
before.
•
"On Wednesday vote for Matt
as your Senior Class Vice-President."

in
Mather
Hall!

Tara Connelly

"Senior year is both an exciting and nervous time with job
applications, internships, theses
and other activities. Yet, we all
want our senior year to be
memorable. With many seniors
returning from abroad, we need
enjoyable events to reunify the
entire class. In the past few
years, participation at class
events has been quite low. That
is why, if elected class secretary,
I will do my best to find out how
you want to spend your last year
at Trinity College. With your
suggestions and involvement,
we can make it happen."

Tanya Jones
"Since my first year at Trinity,
I have demonstrated commitment and responsibility toward
all of my extracurricular activities. Over the past three years, 1
have observed and worked
closely, with leaders in Pan-African Alliance, SGA, Trinitones,
and Residential Life. I believe
that I have the experience, dedication, and the effective approach to help lead the Class of
1997 into a successful year. Most
importantly, my decision to run
for class secretary stems from
my desire to stay involved with
Trinity. This is a commitment
that continues past graduation.
I am looking forward to working hard with Brian, Peter, and
the class committee to make
every Class of '97 event a successful one."

Candidates
Class of 1998

President

Erik Gustafson
"College. Four years that
you'll never be able to live again.
As juniors, we're past the halfway point, and we can feel the
realities of the real world
quickly approaching. With our
limited time left at Trinity, we
want to make the most of our
experiences, academically and
socially. As junior President, I'll
especially be oplen to input
from everyone in the class to
help organize creative social
events and to help rally support
for issues important to us.
There's less than two years left
for us- let's live it up."

Vice-President

Christina Palmese
"I am running for the position
of Class President, 1998, because
I feel that I possess the necessary
qualifications. Having been
class secretary for the past two
years, I have a great deal of
knowledge about the issues pertaining to the class committee,
as well as the experience of an
effective leader. I am openminded, responsible, and very
interested in everyone's opinions, and I guarantee that my
enthusiasm will be reflected in
all that I do. By voting for me,
you will assure the Class of 1998
its best year yet!"

Daniel S. Buchholz
"Hi, I would like to introduce
myself. My name is Dan
Buchholz. I am running for
Vice-President of the Class of
1998.1 am a math major here at
Trinity and I graduated from
Andover High School in
Andover, Massachusetts.
"I believe that I am the best
person for the Vice-Presidency.
The Vice-President should be
someone who can handle the
financial and the numbers side
of politics. 1 believe I am this
person.
"1 ask for your vote for the
Vice-Presidency. Please vote
Dan Buchholz.-Glass of ',98."

Mike Burns
"As a Vice-Presidential candidate for the class of 1998,1 have
this opportunity to introduce
myself and my ideas to the
class. 1 could fill this page with
lofty promises and high expectations, while using SAT-level
adjectives to describe my character, but that would be a bunch
of b.s. All I can guarantee is that
I will work hard to bring FUN
to all of you, in addition to fulfilling the more tedious responsibilities of the job. With only
two years left, it is about time
the class of '98 started to fully
enjoy every aspect of Trinity
College."

Secretary

Nannie Corrigan
"As we enter into our junior
year here at Trinity College,
each one of us begins to feel the
academic pressures that guide
us through college. The position of a class officer requires
time, energy, and commitment
from an individual. I strongly
believe that I am one that can
give each of these characteristics and more to the position of
class secretary."

T

Class of 1999
President

David Chang
"My freshman year entailed
many learning experiences. I
saw both sides of the spectrum
of Trinity college life. 1 understand how the environment, the
school government, the Trinity
'walls,' are not the true voice of
the Trinity students. I want to
change that. I want people to get
involved on all levels; I want
people to break down those barriers. My freshman year was a.
time I will never forget. It was a
time when I learned and grew,
and now as my second year
starts I am ready to maximize
my experience 'neath the elms.
We're all in this together...let's
go."

. . . , • . •

•

•

.

Maureen Kay
"Election time is near, and I
am again asking for your vote. I
operated as your elected president last year alongside Parin
Zaveri and Carly Geeza, and it
would be my pleasure to serve
for you again. The experience I
gained last year ha"s given me
insight into what works and
what doesn't. We had a successful year as a class last year and I
am now extremely familiar
with the system, work well with
the administration, and am
anxious to work with all of you
again. Thank you!"

Vice-Presiden t
Don't
forget to
vote
tomorrow
in
Mather
Hall!

Kira Zaiger
Parin Zaveri
"Last year was a great year for
"Why am I running for VP of
Class Committee. After being
the Class of 1999?
"As I think back on this past elected into office, Maureen,
year, I realize that we have all . Carly, and I put on a num ber of
encountered many great people: study breaks. Our most sucsome our friends, some our cessful event was the Valentine's
aquaintances. But, after the first Day Carnation sale which made
few weeks as freshmen, our us over $150. This year, if elected
groups of friends became per- into office, our main concern is
manent and with that, meeting to purchase hats for the Class of
1999 which would be given out
people became difficult.
"I am running for Vice-Presi- during Homecoming. I am
dent so I can take the initiative looking forward to working
to change our situation and cre- with our new advisor, Nicole,
ate a greater sense of class unity. and an optimistic class commitIf we wait until our senior year tee."
to start having class events, we
will feel as though.we have
wasted four valuable years at
Trinity. We must take advantage of our time together and
unite as a class."
see SECRETARY page 9
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Secretary
No photo available

(From L to R) Eric Passeggio, Therelza Watson, LaFIeur Small,
and Patrick Hannon in a Hudson Street room.

Lindsay Barnes

Carly Geeza

"Running for secretary of the sophomore class may seem to to some as an
unimportant and less ambitious position for which to run. In my opinion it is
just as important as the other two positions. It is the secretaries job to put the
ideas, which the President has collected
from the rest of the class, into motion and
get people excited to participate in them.
That's what I'm good at...spreading enthusiasm.
"Being a transfer student from Williams College, 1 admit to not knowing my
class very well. But the impression that
just meeting a few of you, has convinced
me that I want to represent the entire
class. My name is Lindsay Barnes and I'm
runningforSecretary of the Sophomore
class."

"Freshman year is a year full of new
beginnings,..new "homes," new friends
and new teachers. One new beginning
for me was getting elected and working
with Maureen and Parin. I had been involved with student councils before but
the college setting really changes the
experience. We had the ability to bring
the freshman class together. I guarantee
that we will bring the sophomore class
together even more if elected. Last year
was a wonderful experience and 1 am
asking you to grant me the chance to
continue this experience this year. I
know that you will be very pleased with
the ideas that I have as well as Maureen
and Parin. Please remember to vote next
Wednesday, the 18th in Mather. Thank
you."

AUEXCUKOR

Hudson Street On-Line

ccmtinued from page 1
single location rather than scattered
throughout various apartments. In addition, the multi-apartment option
would have been a logistical nightmare.
Since early in the summer when the
problem was first realized, a task force
comprised of various administrators
including Neill and Werner met "five or
six times a week" to work out the logistics of communications, security, and
community-building, along with other
items. "If we continue to have housing
on Hudson Street it will be much
smoother in the future," said Weiner.
Neill points out that while the Vernon Street dorm in construction will
absorb some of the overflow of students, plans for major renovations of
several Long Walk buildings in the
coming years will definitely create the
need for more housing. Neill stresses
that this is an "ongoing project,"
When asked what Hudson Street
meant for Trinity College as a whole,

ity is serious about its devotion and
commitment to the neighborhood".
This mood is reflected also by residents who have expressed an interest in
the community service opportunities
provided by Hudson Street's urban setting. "It's kind of nice not to be isolated
on the 'Island of Trinity'," said Hannon.
Both Neill and Weiner were enthusiastic about the future. "I could see a program linking pre-medical students
with the Hartford Hospital for a semester," Weiner said. Neill pointed out that,
"there is a contingent that likes the isolation while still connected to the Trinity community." There is a definite
possibility that Hudson Street would be
an option in next spring's housing lottery.
"[The residents] are really gelling as a
group; feeling more connected," said
Neill, "I care a hell of a lot about what's
going on there. I think it could really
blossom."
ORL has pledged to keep the student

that the new satellite "shows that Trin-

available.

Erin Christiano

Vote Erin for:
Strength - my ability to get the job done.
Enthusiasm - I've got a ton.
Creativity - something 1 never lack.
Responsibility - in this department I never slack.
Erin - that's me! And here 1 am:
Teamwork - all together we'll certainly jam.
Action - something I'm not afraid to take.
Results - together we'll all make.
You - 'cuz that's why I'm here!!!

Compiled by Ernesto C. Anguilla, Ian Lang and Elizabeth Perry

STUDY ABROAD
• Generous grants 8c academic scholarships

Break The Fast
at the Dobelle's house
Euan, Kit and Harry inuite you to join
them in celebrating The New Vear.
Make neuj friends, eat great food!

• Coursework, internships Sc more
• Business programs in 3 countries
• Placement in foreign universities
ZIMBABWE

* ENGLAND •

ITALY

Monday, September 23
7-9. PM.

HONG KONG • SPAIN • FRANCE ,
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY < 119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-80Q-23S-3472 » DIPA@suadmin.syr.edu •" http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

RSUP to Nancy Beller-Krieger in the Hillel office at
H2280 by Thursday, September 19.
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Breto
Fine Food

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527

Sides & Salads

Pizzas
Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Topping ....$ .50
Topping ....$1.00
Topping ...$2.50

Toppings
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Maricoppi Bread

A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy galic butter and
herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

Chef Salad.
Greek Salad
Tuna Salad
Antipasto .
Tossed Salad

$6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders
BLT
Meatball
. ...
Cooked Salami
...........
Genoa Salami.
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon ..•...Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
"....'
Steak & Cheese
Gyro
.......

Specialty Pizzas
S
L
Sheet
$8.50 /13.00 /23.00

Red Veggie Design

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, bracdali;fresh tomatoes, etc.

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsuteed garlic and olive oil covered with rocotia mozzarella,
fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred . . . . . , . . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the H e a r t . . . . . . . $8.00 /12.0Q / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

I"

2 Large Pizzas

Large Pizza

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15taxincl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda
Only $10 tax incl.
278-4334

\

Any Calzone

Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda I
Only $7 tax incl.
I
278-4334
i

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

Small Pizza

[n

1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334
;

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$8.00 Plenty for two!

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Gyro

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

Deep Spinach Pie P i z z a . . . . . . . . $10.00 / 13.50

"1

$ 3.50

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE .
278-4334

mm ma an am

n

m

ma ua mm Jk

I
I
1
I

with Any Salad

I

278-4334

I..

FREE can soda
& Garlic Bread

I
1
I
I
I
J

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334
E»

Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11A.M. - 3 A.M. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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After Dark" Kills Us "Retribution" Prevents
Softly With New Notes One From Exacting Any
BYJEFF CROSS

Arts Writer

Anybody who's interested in the
near-constant struggle for power by
everyone's favorite paranoid dictator
Saddam Hussein and the annoyances he
causes for Bill Clinton and the rest of the
Free World should read R J. Pineiro's new
book Retribution, the sequel to his blockbuster debut Ukirnatum, which told the
story of Saddam's fledgling nuclear
weapons program at Allahbad being
shut down by Lieutenant Kevin Dalton,
a Navy fighter jock who kamikazied his
F-14 Tomcat right into the complex.
A year has passed since Ultimatum.
Dalton has joined the CIA after spinal
compression caused by ejecting from his
Allahbad-targeted Tomcat ended his
Navy career, and Saddam is not particularly happy about what had happened
LAURA BLACKWELL
to his precious uranium-powered
The a capella group, "After Dark," will release their newest
In the sequel to "Ultimatum," F1U PHOTO
crowdpleasers.
album, "Please Pay Before Pumping" on Tuesday, September 17th, Jt will be
selling for ten dollars and can be purchased Thursday night in Mather Hall.
He has vowed to exact revenge on the R.J. Pineiro continues the saga of
On Saturday, they will be performing at the Candlelight Folk Festival.
United States for stopping his nefarious Lieutenant Dalton's heroic and
schemes through every terrorist's favor- patriotic deeds for the United States.
ite way: nuke some huge civilian target America to warn us. And since Saddam
on American soil.
is the most dangerous kind of extremist
Specifically, Saddam has chosen New prevaricator—the kind that knows exof racial differences." Don't miss her ex- York City, Washington, D.C., and actly how much he can get away with
By SONJA BROWN
citing
presentation this Saturday, Sep- Clinton's hometown of Hope, Arkansas and always stops short of that limitArts Editor
tember 21,1996 at 7:30 p.m. in Goodwin to be wiped off the map, starting a huge Clinton and the gang on Capitol Hill replot that will involve what's left of his ally don't know what to make of
Theater.
As the Fall semester gets underway, it's
The second of the major guest artists own nuclear program, some of his ex- everything that's going on.
This was an excellent book. It was
time to mark your calanders for the is The Lyric Theater of Belfast present- pendable journeymen here, a Chilean
award winning artist's performances ing Brian Friel's "Philadelphia, Here I weapons merchant, and various written in the spirit of Tom Clancy and
coming to Austin Arts Center during the Come!" The company is known for en- America-based elements of the Russian Michael Crichton, complete with the
next several months.
gaging in productions which explore the
The first guest, Anna Deavere Smith, often turbulant politics of Northern IreAnd'since- Saddam is the most dangerous kind of
is a nationally known playwright and land. The Lyric's performance at Trinity
evaricqtor, . .Clinton
,
w^l),
conclude
thgjr,
fe^^^^ftffi
performer. She has won ai^QJjis Aw^rd.
and two Tony Award norrnnations for Tour with its story of a young man
really aoirt Know
her stage work as well as a Pulitzer Prize paring to emigrate to the United States
everything that's going on.
nomination for drama. Her lecture pro- and his struggle to win the affections of
gram "Snapshots: Glimpses of America his father. Tuesday, November 12,1996
Mafia that'used to belong to the KGB, all plot twists and action that you would
in Change" is the keynote event of the at 8:00 p.m. in Goodwin Theater.
A special presentation of "Daniel and of them with itchy trigger fingers, short expect from such authors. The battle
College's Convocation on Public Policy,
sequences between the Iraqi army and
co-sponsored by the Office of the Presi- the Lions" by The New York Ensemble tempers, and no senses of humor.
At the same time he has the Iraqi the various no-fly zone-enforcing
dent. The lecture, which takes place for Early Music is being presented in the
during Parent's Weekend, offers a dra- College Chapel Friday, December 6,1996 army executing what seems to be a American air units in the Mideast were
iftetic look at social and political issues at 8:00 p.m. Jeffry Walker, Director of reinvasion of Kuwait in the form of ma- rendered quite vividly, as well as the
in America. For her unique interpreta- Austin Arts Center, is presenting the en- neuvers along the Iraq-Kuwait border, shootouts between Dalton and the tertions of characters in "Twilight: Los An- semble in close association with the Rev- causing our own forces down their to get rorists and, unfortunately, the effects of
a few hundred rads of gamma radiation
geles 1992" and "Fires in the Mirror: erend Steven Charleston, the new a little twitchy.
Crown Heights, Brooklyn and other College Chaplain, for the Christmas seaHe's also chosen to have Dalton assas- on unprotected human beings after BaIdentities," she has been called "a daring son.
sinated for his actions. The Israeli ton Rouge and Saddam's hometown of
For more information about any of the Mossad gets wind of this and Khalela Tikrit fall to the split atom.
voice in American theater" by the WashingtonPost.and Time magazine says she above programs, contact Jeff ry Walker at Yishaid, an incredibly beautiful agent
"Get a copy to tide yourself over until
delivers "a painful, mutilfaceted portrait (860)297-2498.
that Dalton had romantic relations with Clancy's Executive Orders comes out in
during Ultimatum, is dispatched to paperback.

AAC Plans Year's Events

Intensive Language and Liberal Arts
and Global Internships:
Put Together the Pieces of your Future

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
232 Bay State Rd., 5th Floor
Boston, MA, 02215
617/353-9888
E-Mail • abroiid@bu.edu
Visit our web page! • http://web.bu.edu/abroad
An equal opportunity, ajjirmutive action institution.

Richard Lynch '00 of the Elton Residence Hall practices LAURA BLACKWEU
playing his guitar in anticipation of forming a band at Trinity.
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Tito Puente Reigns As King Of Latin Jazz
ingyour military career?
BY

KERRY

MCKEVITT

Arts Editor

Yes. On the ship, 1 was there three years
on the same ship. It was an aircraft carrier, an escort carrier. We called it a
CVE29. We performed with the band.
They did not have a complement of men
to own a band. So, whenever new recruits would come on, we would ask
them, "Do you play an instrument?" If
they said yes, we put them in the band.
So, I was more or less in charge of the
band there. Second in charge. But, I was
also playing all the time. I played drums
and saxophone. I started arranging ,
composing, and all that. So, I was very
efficient and they liked me alot so they
kept me on the ship.

Like a leprechaun, Tito Puente charms
masses of people with his humor, his wit,
his enthusiasm, and his magic-his music. At seventy three years of age, Tito
Puente is still going strong. He proved
this at his performance in front of the
Trintiy Chapel on Thursday night, September 5th where hundreds of- adoring
fans gathered and clamored to hear the
"King" play with his Latin Jazz Ensemble.
In its effort to continue the neighborhood initiative, Trinity College invited
Tito Puente to perform in the free concert for Trinity's students and faculty as
well as for the Hartford community.
When you went tojulliard, what did
Before he set foot on stage, I had the
opportunity to meet with this interna- youfocus on?
Orchestration, composition, arrangtional musical star and discuss his past,
ing,
conducting. Then, after two years,
present, and future life in the music inthe necessity...the school was paid by the
dustry.
government.iif teen dollars a lesson. So,
Tripod: I would like to welcome you toI used to pay $7.50 and the government
Trinity. First, how did you choose your paid the other part. But, my family
stage name from the original Ernest couldn't afford it and I was beginning to
work freelancing. So, I couldn't dedicate
Puente?
Tito Puente: Well, Er.nestito. "Tito" myself too much to the conservatory. So
means "little Ernest." So, when I started what I did, 1 had some private teachers
to become a professional, the manage- Then I continued playing and that is
ment, or my managers, or whoever it was where I developed my experience. Actuat my young age started to call me-Tito ally, playing in the streets with musiPuente instead of Ernest. That was too cians. By streets, I mean clubs and
performances. That is where you gain
formal for my young age.
your experience in this type of profesHow didgrowing up in"El Barrio" [East sion.
Harlem] influence yourmusical developDid you learn to play other instrument throughout life?
ments
such as the saxophone, the vibes,
Well, in the barrio of New York, that is
themarimba.andothersattheclubsorat
the neighborhood naturally, it was a very
poor neighborhood of Latin people and Julliard?
Well, I was one of the first musicians Tito Puente and his Latin Jazz Ensemble performed after Latin
Blacks, growing up at the time too. I grew
up with jazz and Latin music. That is to play the marimba and the vibes in the Flavor, a group of Puerto Rican youths from Hartford. The outdoor concert
why 1 am very much mto Latin jazz Latin orchestra in New York. That was
. dye. to,Cal Jaeger. He< was the one who daHceable melodies and rhythms.

FILE PHOTO

top jazz musicians and Latin musicians
around in the neighborhood. I was being brought up by both musics. And, like
Mr. Dizzy Gillespie who is responsible for
this music, I would like to have a marriage combining Latin and jazz together.
It seems to be working." I am very happy
to be part of it.

many years later. But, at that time, when
you play vibes, when you study drums
and all that, you are actually studying
percussion instruments. After I learned
to play piano, I studied the vibes and the
marimba at the same time and I used
them for recording purposes.

How would you define your musical
style?
,
Whatwasitlikeforyoutogrowupasa
Well,
my
style now is La tin jazz. lam
child musician and be recognized as a
very happy to be doing it.' Of course, all
child prodigy?
Yes. Well, I started out learning how my Latino fans are a little negative about
to dance, of course. Then, I had an acci- it because they feel I neglected their mudent with my ankle. So, I went into mu- sic and went into jazz. What they don't
sic. My mother put me to study piano at realize is that I would never neglect my
- twenty five cents a lesson only. My fam- music because it is my culture and my
ily was very poor of course. And I stud- roots and I'll never forget them. But I
ied music and 1 went into percussion. I have developed a.style which is more
used to make a lot of noise around the world renowned where I have no bilinhouse, banging on cans and walls and all gual problem with Spanish. Most of my
that. So, the neighbors complained to my music is instrumental so I am catering
parents saying, "This kid over here is al- to a mass of people around the whole
ways banging on something. Why don't .world of different countries, of different
you put him in percussion or drum cultures, of different languages who love
school?" And she did. That is where I did our percussion and the Latin rhythm.
most of my studying, New York's School That is very important. So, I am doing
of Music. Then, after World War Two, I very well with that in that aspect. Meanwas a veteran when 1 came out. 1 went while, there is a marriage of both musics;
to thejulliard Conservatory of Music. I in other words, I am catering to the Latin
went for two years there. Then, I had people and the jazz people.
some private teaching from an assistant.
Most of my experience was gained from
When you were performing as a musiperforming with different orchestras.
cian, did you encounter problems or discrimination because you are Hispanic?
It existed when I was a kid naturally.
Whenyoujoined the military, did you
There
was discrimination. Playing
expect to continue your music or were
downtown
in the beautiful first-class
you planning to go into something else?
No, I was planning on music before I clubs was difficult. We had our little
joined, or was drafted, to the war. I was thing going on in our neighborhood so
"already planning. I was drafted when I it did not bother me too much. I overwas nineteen, twenty years old but I came it because I loved what I was dostarted playing professionally about ing and what I was playing. We knew
when I was thirteen years or fourteen we were playing good music and all that.
years old. So, I already knew when I Downtown, they were too sophisticated,
came out that 1 was going to follow that They could never get into us. But, finally,
they gave in.
.
profession.

that other music genres have declined
and lost their former popularity?
Well, for a time there, the music, the
Latin music never stopped. It was always
there. Rock 'n roll came in and became
very strong. When rock 'n roll came in,
Latin music stayed there while other
rhythms left us. But Latin music has always been there because the music is
beautiful, it is danceable which is very
important, and people love to dance. So,
now at this stage and age where 1 am not
up with this generation, their parents got
them hip to Latin music so I have a young
following now. They love our music, they
love our rhythms, they love our
"macarena" type of music which we have
to play. So, I cater to everybody and I always give them that excitement of the
percussion because that is what everybody loves...rhythm.
When you received your Grammy
award and other awards, what did that
signifyfor you?
Well, that signifies recognition'. That
is very important. No money, of course.
You get a lot of recognition. I have.four
Grammy awards and eight nominations
and I have performed in three or four
movies. And, 1 have a 108 compact discs
now. All that is recognition around the
world. I am in the Smithsonian now. I
am striving, which I hope to get the
Kennedy Award in Washington. It is
very difficult but I need the recommendation of about five congressmen or
senators. My resume is very big and I
think that I have the qualifications to be
able to receive that award. '

• Byanychance.wereyouexposedtoany . Why do you think that the Latin mudifferent versions or genres of music dur- sic has continued to thrive while it seems

they are aware of me, they know of me
already. Fifty years is a long time and it
is becoming a little hard to travel so
much. So, I'd like to slow down a little
bit and concentrate more on studio work
and recording and producing records for
young artists.
Is there any message that you would
lihe to get across to those who listen to you?
Well, I have a scholarship fund and I
have had it for seventeen years now, I
would like young people to stay in school
and college and conservatories of music.
I would like instrumentalists, singers,
and those in the performing arts to continue to study because this is a beautiful
profession and this is the only way we
can keep our music at high recognition
throughout the world. So, stay in school
and no, no, no to drugs.

FAIX
Specials!
SAN FRANCISCO
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME
TOKYO
SYDNEY

$159
$183
$215

$275
$295
$419

$659

FACES WE EACH WAY FHOM NEW Y O « BASED ON A KOUNDIUP
PURCHASE. FAHS5 DO NOT (NCLUOE IEKHAL TAXES OH PFCS.
TOIAUING S 3 AND $ 4 5 , DEPENSNG O N DESTNARKM M
D £ f M M CHAKES PAID tWOTf IO K » C N GtMWMEMtS.
CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!

What other future musical plans do
youhave?
Right now, I am looking ahead to semiretirement. I am celebrating fifty years
now as a leader around the whole world.
I just came from Japan and we are going
to Europe again from October to November for a month. In all the places we play,

320 ELM STREET • NEW HAVEN, CT 06511

103-562-5335
http://www.ciee.org/travel.htm

EURAltPASSES
SSUED ONIHE^Spen"!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECTURES
Wed, September 18

21 Or Busted!
Well, now it is at Trinity too...well, sort
of. The View is actually carding...how
dare they! The Motown Review was supposedly serving legal age drinkers, but
AT witnessed one student bribing others with the striped drinking bracelets.
For just helping move kegs and furniture
up to the Cave, underagers could drink
the night away. Remeber when the only
qualification to drink the night away at
Trinity was a pulse?

...Say It Ain't So, Jim!
Supposedly freshmen have been
warned that they will now be carded
while drinking outside of their dorm.
Jim Mullen, VP of Student Affairs, has
instituted this policy to cut down on underage drinking on campus. So who will
enforce this policy? Will Little and Frobb
be flanked by bouncers?...In a way. Campus Safety officers will be frequenting
large fresman crowds, demanding IDs
from frolicking frosh. Bummer.

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

In a dramatic lecture reflecting on the widening gulf
in race relations in American cities and the ongoing
political transition in our country, Anna Deavere Smith
will speak for 50 minutes and then engage in an open
conversation with the audience. Smith is best known
as a recently honored MacArthur Foundation "genius"
fellow and creator and performer of two award-winning
one-woman shows. Following the lecture in the
Goodwin Theater, there will be a book signing by Smith
in Gallows Hill Bookstore. Admission is free.but tickets are required.

Wed, September 25

17,1996

PERFOEMANI

Carlos Lechner of the Modern Language Department
will speak on the 1970 film Tristana in Life Sciences
Auditorium. A passionate drama of sexual desire, this
movie is one of the most powerful and corrosive movies by Luis Bunuel. The stunning beauty of Catherine
Deneuve, who plays the title role, holds her lecherous
uncle, played by the great Fernando Rey, and her lover,
a young, idealistic artist, locked in a perverse triangle
of moral decay. Based on a quasi-feminist novel by
Galdos, Tristana probes into the darkest corners of unconscious and offers a sardonic look at traditional gender roles in ways similar to Belle de Jour. This event is
free, and the film does have English subtitles. For more
information, call extension 5198 or 2148.

Sat, September 21

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - SEPTEMBER

Wed, September 18

7:30 PM

The Austin Arts Center is hosting a sneak preview
of the Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble as they get
ready to dance in their upcoming fall season at the
WadsworthAntheneum. The dancers will be performing moves from the mysterious and evocative aura of
the mystical loon to the loony love affair of a woman
and her mail order dummy. This free event will be in
Seabury Hall, Room 47.

Sat, September 21

7:00 PM

. Singer/songwriter Chuck Brodsky will appear at the
Northwest Park Coffee House in his CD release concert
for Letter i n the Di rl just released on Red House Record.
Brodsky is "spontaneous... wickedly funny" according to
Dirty Linen and "is likely to be heralded as a new
Dylan," says The Dallas Morning News. Brodsky won
the Emerging Songwriter Award at the Napa Valley
Folk Festival in California, 1992. Tickets are available
in advance by calling (860) 285-1886 or at the door for
$8 each. For more information, call (860) 688-3486.

Mon, September 30

7:30 PM

Noted writer Eve Ensler will be doing her very funny
and moving solo theater work in Garmany Hall. This
event, The Vagina Monologues, is presented by the Trinity College Women's Center, and admission is free.

7:00 PM

Professor Dario Euraque from the Latin American
Studies Program will give a talk on "Call to Celebrate
the Life of Fr. James Guadlupe Carney, S.J., Disappeared
in Honduras in 1983." The program will include a video
of Fr. Carney's Life in Honduras as he fought for human
rights. This event will be held in the Trinity College
Chapel.

Fore!
Has anyone else noticed the man hitting golf balls towards New Dorm? AT
has spotted this activity almost daily and
is wondering who this stranger is? Is this
a city-dweller longing for a little Pitchn-Putt? Who knows?...Soccer players be
warned: that pitching wedge leaves one
helluva divet in your playing field.

INTERESTED IN JOURNALISM?
COME JOIN THE HARD-WORKING
"
• STAFFOP" ""•'
- ' "
THE TRINITY TRIPOD!

I :;;10;Op.AM •:'•%v H••• ;t%umenical Service :•

CONTACT US BY

Last Hurrah
This year's Tropical was cause for celebration for the senior brothers of Psi-U.
After all, it was their last Tropical and
eating the yearly goldfish just didn't
seem like enough for some of them. In
honor of this occasion, these certain
partiers thought it befitting to...get naked
and swim with the goldfish! Yes, that's
right. For those of you who missed it, it
was definitely something to be seen...A
lot more than most of this campus is used
to seeing of those Psi-U brothers.

Speaking of PSIU...
With Rush Week well upon us it seems
that the coed mandate is far from being
in existence. Around Trinity no longer
spots flyers for "The Columns" or the
short-lived "Delta Omega". Instead, rushees are being invited to the Psi-U house
and Kappa Kappa Gamma have decorated doors all over campus. Aren't these
names suppose to be, um, nonexistent?

Senior Prom Revisited
Trinity reportedly spent approximately eighteen thousand dollars on
"The Motown Review," which, for AT tell
like a nauseating trip down memory
lane. Girls dressed in their best dresses
and the guys dressed in...well, the standard uniform: white shirt, tie, khaki
pants.
The waiters offering
horsd'odurves on plastic silver trays
added to the classy facade of the occasion. This facade came crashing to the
ground, however, when the faculty left,
braclets were fished off of the floor by
underclassmen and everyone got kneewalking drunk. There's our tuition
. money hard at work.

Phone: Extension 2584
Email: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu

CINESTUDIO
Once Upon A Time When We Were Colored (R)
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Tues 7:30 PM

(1996) Directed by Tim Reid. Screenplay by Paul W. Cooper, based on the book by Clifton L. Taulbert. Cast: Phylicia
Rashad, Richard Roundtree, Polly Bergen, Isaac Hayes, Taj Mahal. Breaking the mold of current films about African-American life, this new independent film is not about violent kids under siege in today's cities, but life in 1940s, in rural Mississippi. Based on the memoirs of Clifton Taulbert, the story of a young boy growing up in a supportive community is all the
more impressive as it exists in the shadow of Southern apartheid, where the Klan parades unopposed down Main Street.
Without the backing of a big studio, Reid's film is building fans through great word of mouth, "...as powerful asanyfi Im I
have seen thisyear. Audiences have a way offindingfilms that speak to them- all they need is halfa chance." Roger Ebert. 112
min.

Flirting With Disaster (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(1996) Written and directed by David O. Russell. Cast: Ben Stiller, Patricia Arquette, Mary Tyler Moore, Alan Alda, Lily
Tomlin. David Russell follows up his first film, Spankingthe Monkey, with a wickedly funny screwball comedy about the
cross-country trek of a New Yorker (Ben Stiller), desperate to track down his biological parents. With his wife (Patricia
Arquette) and a flirtatious adoption agency employee (Tea Leoni) along for the ride, he meets a mad assortment of wouldbe parents, including ex-hippies, a Michigan truck driver and a sun-addled San Diego housewife. The ensemble cast has
fun with the exceptional script, with Mary Tyler Moore nailing near-hysteria, and Lily Tomlin as a 60s survivor arrested
for manufacturing "a very small amount, relatively" of LSD. 86 min.

City Of Lost Children (R)

Fri - Sat 9:25 PM; Sun 2:30 PM

(1996, France) Written and directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunerand Marc Caro. Dialogue written by Gilles Adrien. Cinematography by Darius Khonji. Costumes by Jean-Paul Gaultier. Cast: Ron Perlman, Joseph Lucien, Mirielle Mosse, JeanLouis Trintignant. The City Of Lost Childrenjoins the select cadre of films like Blade Runner, 2001: A Space Odyssey and
Brazil that create a fantasy world of the future that is at once eerily recognizable and totally new. The former comic book
artists whose first film was Delicatessen have invented a sinister villain named Krank, who is dying because of his inabil^
ity to dream. Living in a Jules Verne-inspired offshore rig, he kidnaps children to tap into their precious imagination.
Angelo Badalamenti of Twin Peaks fame provides the nightmarish and lush score. 112 min.

I Shot Andy Warhol (NR)

Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

(1996) Written and directed by Mary Harron. Screenplay by Daniel Minaham. Cast: Lili Taylor, Jared Harris, Stephen
Dorff, Martha Plimpton. Independent cinema is alive and well in the hands of filmmakers like Mary Harron, the writer/
director of a new movie about Valerie Solanas, an outsider unable to penetrate the fabulous circle of self-invented personalities orbiting Andy Warhol. Solanas, a radical lesbian who founded S.CU.M. (The Society for Cutting Up Men) grabbed
her 15 minutes of fame in 1968 by shooting Andy Warhol. In Lili Taylor's generous performance, she also emerges as a
would-be writer who was.as deeply alienated as the artist she wanted desperately to impress. Stephen Dorff nearly steals
the show as everyone's favorite drag queen and confidante, Candy Darling. 103 min.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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To All Trinity Seniors

Tues, September 17
In the Widener Gallery through the 22nd of September, there is a selection of late-18th through mid-19th
century Japanese wood block prints being shown, including works by Harunobu, Hiroshige and Utamaro,
among others. The Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday 12:30 - 5:30 PM and weekends 1:00-5:00 PM. Admission is free.

Tues, September 17
"The 31st Annual Art Department Faculty Exhibition", held at the William Benton Museum of Art features sculptures, prints, drawings, paintings,
photographs andxeramics by 30 faculty-artists representing diverse styles and directions. Exhibit continues through October 20,1996. Museum hours are
Tuesday through Friday -10:00 AM to 4:30 PM and
weekends -1:00 PM to 4:30 PM. Admission is free. For
more information, call (860) 486-4520.

Wed, September 25

7:30 PM

Dario Euraque of the History Department will be
showing and speaking on Werner Herzog's
Fitzcarraldo. Set in the heart of the Amazon jungle at
the turn of the last century during the rubber boom,
this movie is the saga of an Irish impresario's obsession
to bring European culture to this remote region in the
form of opera and Caruso. The film was nominated for
best movie at the Cannes Film Festival in 1982. This
film is shown with English subtitles in Life Sciences
Auditorium, and admission is free.

Mon, September 30
The National Library of Poetry has announced that
$48,000 in prizes will be awarded this year to over 250
poets in the North America Poetry Contest. Poems must
be postmarked by September 30. It's open to everyone,
and entry is free. The poem should be no longer than
20 lines, and it should be sent to: The National Library
of Poetry, 1 Poetry Plaza, Suite 1989, Owings Mills, MD
21117-6282.

Wed, October 2

12:15 PM

New works for the electronic cello from CRI recording artist, principal exponent of this new instrument
i and instructor in Trinity's thriving Private Lessons Program, Jeffrey Krieger, 'wiflWhSMffe tfcfijrWinoorW'
hour recital in Garmany Hall. Admission is free.

Tonight, Tuesday, September 17, is SENIOR NIGHT in
the Bistro. Enjoy FREE PIZZA and the music of The
Accidentals at 11:00 PM and beer will be served! This
gathering is sponsored by Nate, Matt, and Tara.

Wednesday, September 18
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM Student Government elections
will be held in the lobby of
Mather.
7:30 PM

Party Monitoring and Bar Tending class will be held in the
Alumni Lounge. This class is
open to all who are interested.

9:00 PM

Open Mike Night in the Underground Coffee House.

10:00 PM

Favorite Flick Night in the Cave,
featuring Clueless.

Confused Sophomores?
It's approaching that time to declare a major, and Career Counseling would like to help. They are sponsoring
two Sophomore Starter Workshops on Wednesday, September 18 and 25 from 4:00-5:30 PM for students to find
out more information about careers and start planning
for life after Trinity. Registration is required because class
size is limited. For more information, call Career Counseling at extension 2080.

Thursday, September 19

"Vegetable Wednesday"
The Preventive Medicine Center is holding its 1996
"Vegetable Wednesday" festival on the lawn of Hartford's
new Old State House from 11:30 AM to 1:30 PM on
Wednesday, September 18. This unique festival celebrates
Connecticut-grown vegetables and their relationship to
Health Preservation/Disease Prevention. Cooking demonstrations will take place along with informative talks,
"vegetable entertainment", and lively music.

9:00 PM

Thirst Thursday for minors in
the Underground Coffee House.

9:30 PM

Keg Night in the Bistro featuring the Tony Lee Band.

Friday, September 20
50s Night will be held all day in
the Bistro.

Climb the Belltower
The Trinity College Guild of Carillonneurs will host
a one-hour Open Tower event at 5:00 PM on Wednesday,
September 18. All are welcome to come up inside the
belltower at the Chapel to see the bells and how they are
played. For more information, contact Daniel Kehoe 78
at extension 2012.
Break Fast
As Hillel did last year, they will be sponsoring a Break
Fast at President Dobelle's residence. This event wiLl be
held Sunday, September 23 at 8:00 PM. Please RSVP by
Wednesday, September 18 to Nancy Beller-Krieger at extension 2280.
'
•
.

Heading For New York City after Trinity
An informational meeting will be held on Monday,
September 30 at 6:00 PM in the Alumni Lounge for those
interested in working in New York City. The New York
Consortium is a program that.puts students in touch
Trinity students. Recruiters are from the finance, bank- J
ing, consulting, accounting and other industries.

8:30 PM

The Neidles Band will be performing on the Main Quad.

9:00 PM

The band Rane will be playing
in the Underground Coffee
House.

Saturday, September 21
9:00 PM

Inhale Mary will be performing
in the Underground Coffee
House.
;

9:30. PM

A Candlelight Folk Fest will be
held on the Cave Patio.

10:00 PM

The movie Birdcage will be
shown in McCook Auditorium.

Sunday, September 22
" 11:30 AM

Alice Rivlin, Vice Chair of the
Federal Reserve, will give her
Public Policy Convocation Key
Note Address on the Main
Quad.

Vice Presidential Debate is COMING!!
Wednesday, October 2,1996
is a big day for Trinity College and Hartford.
Before the Debate at 730 PM, the Capitol Steps will
perform at The Bushnell. They are a comedy troupe
from Washington, D.C After the show, there will be a
live feed of the Debate followed by a dessert reception
in the lobby of The Bushnell.

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820

The Debate is being held at the Hartford Civic
Center at 9:00 PM.

Nutty Professor (PG-13) 7:15 PM, 9:30 PM daily; 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:30 PM Saturday/Sunday
Harriet the Spy (G) 1:45 PM, 4:15 PM Saturday/Sunday
Jane Ayre (PG) 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM

Tickets are being given away for these two events.
If you are interested, submit your name and phone
number to Mary Conneely at the President's Office by
Tues, September 24. Good Luck!

Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
All time valid through Thursday, September 19
Nutty Professor (PG-13) 7:10 PM, 9:15 PM
Courage Under Fire (R) 7:00 PM, 9:10 PM
The Trigger Effect (R) 7:20 PM, 9:20 PM

Spring Break '97
Organize Group!

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
All times valid through Thursday, September 19
A Very Brady Sequel (PG-13) 4:05 PM, 7:15 PM
Trainspotting (R) 7:10 PM, 9:25 PM, 11:30 PM
Tin Cup (R) 3:45 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:05 AM
A Time To Kill (R) 3:50 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:25 AM
The Fan (R) 7:50 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:20 AM
The Crow (R) 9:15 PM, 11.25 PM
Rich Man's Wife (R) 1:20 PM, 3:30 PM, 5:40 PM, 7:55 PM, "10:15 PM, 12.30 AM
Maximum Risk (R) 1:10 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:15 AM
Matilda (PG) 1:25 PM, 4:10 PM
'
The Island of Dr. Moreau (PG-13) 4:30 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:40 PM
Independence Day (PG-13) 1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:25AM
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (G) 12:30 PM, 2:30 PM
FlyAwayHome (PG).12:35PM, 2:55PM, 5:15PM, 7:35PM, 10:00PM, 12:10PM
First Kid (PG) 1:05 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:35 PM
Feeling Minnesota (R) 1:15 PM, 3:25 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:50 PM, 11:50 PM
Bulletproof (R) 12:55 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:10 PM, 8:00 PM, 9:55 PM
Bulletproof (R) 12:30 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:35 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:20 PM, 11:45 PM
Bogus (PG) 12:45PM, 3:05PM, 5:25PM
•....•
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Work for Sun Splash Tours & travel FREE...on only 13 sales!
CA$H, TRAVEL AND PRIZES!!
Free Inforrnation....SunSplash 1-800-426-7710
www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.com

SPRING BREAK 1997
Sell Trips, Barn Cash and Go Free
Student Travel Services is hiring Campus Reps/
Group Organizers to promote trips to Cancun,
Jamaica, and Florida. Call 800-648-4849 for
information on joining America's #1 Student
Tour Operator.
'

*** SPRING BREAK'97***
Sell 15 trips & travel freel ...
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, or Florida!
,.•...

CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS AVAILABLE, •'.Call Now! TAKE-A-BREAK (800) 95-BREAKl '
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Will on Politics and Baseball: One And The Same?
BY ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Features Editor

"Nice to see 'ya," said George Will
when I was introduced to him last week
in the gym. "With that introduction, I
could tell that it was going to be difficult to get a lot of information in a short
time from a man who was so busy handling the waves of people who wanted
to shake his hand or try to flatter him
with some obsequious remark that he
greet people for the first time with the
flatness of (dare I say?) a politician..
Despite my first impression cf the
little red-faced man, whose glasses

Tripod: What do you think about the
media's griping of "boring" presidential
conventions? Is this a just complaint?
Will; Conventions will be as interesting as the politics make them, and the
politics are unpredictable, and just
when the networks decide that they are
not going to cover them anymore, just
watch, next time we're going to get interesting conventions.
Tripod: Who do you see as being President in the year 2000? What will the
Conventions be like?
Will: Kemp will run, I assume, let's
assume Dole loses, so Kemp runs, maybe
Colin Powell runs too. On the Democratic side: Gephardt runs, Kerry of Ne-

"...just when the networks decide that they are not
going to cover them anymore, just watch, next time
we're going to get interesting conventions,"
seem to conceal something personal, I
was quite impressed with Mr. Will. His
speech in the gym last week was excellent, and even though I didn't agree
with everything he said, I found my self
applauding loudly at the end, almost
wanting to be in the first wave of flatterers mob him when he was done. Of
course I wasn't; I was The Tripod Reporter, lucky enough to grab five uninterrupted minutes with the Trinity
graduate before he had to leave and
catch his plane back to the Beltway (1
presume).
Trying to cover all the bases in a few
minutes, 1 asked him about three topics: Conventions, Trinity, and Baseball
(Mr. Will is the commissioner of a minor league in Texas and Louisiana).

braska runs, maybe Kerry of Massachusetts runs, Gore runs, there will be a lot
of people there, and also a lot of people
we haven't even thought of.
Tripod: Do you think the VP candidate will ever be a major factor in the
way people votefor president?
Will No, I hope not.
Tripod Why?
Will: Well, it's an important thing.
Some of them wind up getting nominated, and some go on to get elected, but
there are more important things to
judge a candidate on.
Tripod: Ok, let's talk about Trinity in
1962, and the political climate then, and
how you think it compares to Trinity students today.
Will:People weren't terribly interested in politics. In the 1960 election, I

George Will "62 spoke to students and trustees inthe gym
last week.

was terribly interested in Kennedy — I
was on the stand with him essentially
when he, appeared in the Hartford
Times. I think though, that we went
through the intense era of political feeling after I was here, in the late '60s. You
know, in the student population as in
the larger adult population, politics

FILE PHOTO

Tripod: No, but 1 said the Rangers are
goingto win the American league.
Will: I know you did. I'm correcting
you! Look, the two best teams in baseball are Atlanta and Cleveland. Anything can happen in a seven game
series. The Cardinals shouldn't be underestimated because they have the

"Kids today are, I think, pretty well informed and
pretty well conservative."
was not a majority passion—it was a mi- best manager.
Tripod Who is the best pitcher, hitter,
nority passion. Kids today are, 1 think,
pretty well informed and pretty well andfielderin baseball?
conservative. As I recall the passions I
aroused as editor of the paper concerned
attacking fraternities.
Tripod What do you thinkofthe recent
"co-ed mandate?"
Will: It doesn't bother me. 1 thought
that [fraternities] often arrested the de-

.^iSraiStaagSKFJ. J'm;:entirely in

High
Spirits
Welcomes
Trinity Back
to School
Carrying a fine selection of
wines, beers and liquors

favor of co-education.
Tripod: There are a lot of people concerned that this coeducation would move
into other clubs and organizations. Do
THE IVY
you see this asbecominga problem?
Will Cupper left) in a 1961 Delta
WilLl don't think so.
Tripod Keeping In mind that the Texas Phi (St. Elmo) photo
Rangers are going to win the American
WillThe best hitter is Alex Rodriguez:
league, who's going to win the National he's gonna be the youngest MVP in baseleague, and who will win the World Se- ball history. The best pitcher is probably
ries?
still Maddox, and the best fielder?
Will:The Orioles will beat the Padres Rodriguez isn't far off; 1 mean, he's just
in six games.
in another league.

THE RETURN OF THE
BLIND PATE REVIEW!!
1
V
J Jt

THIS SEMESTER VE ARE NOT oNiy SENDING you
TO RESTAURANTS, BUT TO ClUBS AND BARS AS
VEIL. JUST FILL IN THE BEL0V INFORMATION AND
DUO? IT m CAM?US MAIL TO BOX 7 o a s 8 &

Mm.

237 White Street
Hartford, GT
956-2221

J

EXTENSION
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Pursuit of Fitness at Trinity: Hurtful or Helpful?
BY SHANON THOR
Features Writer

I've been at Trinity now for a total of
two weeks. There are some major differences between my high school days and
my new life here at Trinity. Aside from
the fact that I knew everyone before and
barely know anyone here, I've also noticed many other differences.
Back in my little suburb known as
Port Washington, I held somewhat of a
reputation for being pretty athletic. I
wasn't one of the biggest jocks around,
but 1 was always active. I played some
tennis, performed in some dance troops,
and ran on the track team.
At the time, 1 figured when 1 got to
Trinity, there would be a lot more academic work to do, but I still considered
going out for a team.
Little did I know that sports at Trinity
would be taken extremely seriously.
For example, one of my friends is participating in a sport this fall and she was
recently injured during a practice. After
a visit to the doctor, she was told to relax
and to take a break from playing for a few
weeks.

Her coach, however, had different
plans. He insisted that she continue to
come to practices and train, just in case
she might gee better in time for the last
few games of the season.
This sounds completely ridiculous to

How could her coach
refute the words of a
» trained professional,
someone who had
gone to medical school
for four years!
me. How could her coach refute the
words of a trained professional, someone who had gone to medical school for
four years?.
Some teams require even more of a
commitment than one season. Certain
sports are year-long and train from fall
through spring. I realize that these teams
are supposed to kindle a certain bond
that can't be found elsewhere, but some
of these activities are just simply too
draining!
Whenever I see my friends after
they've returned from another grueling

practice, they all look extremely tired
and as if they're ready to collapse. They
may have enough time to do their assignments and eat, but that's about it. Participating on a team makes it all the more
difficult to socialize with everyone else.
Even more intriguing to me is the
physical activity that takes place among
those who don't participate in a sport.
Everywhere around us there are always
people running, lifting weights, or getting involved in some form of exercise.
I'm sure you all know what I'm talking
about, and if you don't, try opening your
eyes!
It doesn't matter what time of day it
is; morning, afternoon, or evening, you'll
see people running around campus. Now
what does that suggest to us about the
environment here at Trinity?
Perhaps that we are a very health oriented student body who is very concerned with the way we look and our
overall appearance in general.
Why else would so many people be
participating in activities that help promote their attractiveness? Sure, I don't
doubt that some may do it simply because it makes them feel better, but most
likely, the majority of us are interested

in being more attractive to those members of the opposite sex.
Another observation I've made is that
there is an absence of overweight students. They are definitely in the minority. I'd have to say that the majority of
students here at Trinity are considerably
attractive and lean, or of an average
weight.
Perhaps this is what drives so many to
keep physically fit. After all, no one
wants to be the ugly duckling in a pond
full of swans.
Or maybe it's the ever popular stories
that every girl has heard about of putting
on fifteen pounds during their freshman

...the majority of us are
interested in being
more attractive to
those members of the
opposite sex.
year in college that influences so many.
Well, whatever the case may be, it is
both pleasant and disturbing at the same
time to know of so many people who are
involved with fitness.

THE
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(or mere
staring at someone

number of Sseers 'you tirank thisy'lueekenii
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Let me guess,,.you
were sitting on a couch
across Fsi-U watching
the frosh file into
Tropical ?

You went easy on trii*
booze in hopes of controlling that wandering eye of
yours. But you had difficulty keeping your physical
beast at bay.;..under the
crowded
tent on LSC quad,
,.,.',
ypuf empty hands did the
Wandering for your eyes.

Those glances from
across the room left that
"someone special" blushing, but I can't say the
same about, your liver
which is now a darker

shade of gray.
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body and soul this weekend; drinking beer and
staring at people are what
Trinity students do best.
Your transfer application
is in the mail.
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Trinity Senior Muses Over British Law Internship
ture, I have begun to sculpt, or at least
sketch, certain conclusions. It is these
Features Writer
conclusions, that upon second thought,
would be best to share with you later,
It is inscribed in the ornate marble because as we all know, conclusions
walls of Old Bailey, London's central come at the end.
criminal court, that ..."the law of the wise
A surprisingly accurate method of
is a fountain of life." A read and a reread describing myself would be to say that 1
of this anonymous quote of wisdom, am an American child of the eighties.
coupled with just a brief moments re- With this in mind, perhaps you can
flection on thismonumentous Summer imagine my interest in the words of
past, leads me to the realization that per- Nicholas Humphrey, when in The Inner
haps I have tossed my last coin in, and Eye he writes "...the culture that raises us
begun to get my feet wet.
up can also bring us down." When 1 look
Between 30 Cleveland Square, and 290 back to my childhood, and to the culture
Kilburn High Road, and back again in a that brought me up, I tend to reserve deBY NICHOLAS MOREHEAD

a brief moments reflection on this monumentous
Summer past, leads me to the realization that perhaps
I have tossed my last coin in, and begun to get my
feet wet.
day, there lies ample time to relive the
infinite late night conversations with the
very best of friends, about matters of the
very utmost importance, namely, what
it is we are to do with the rest of our
young lives..From cramped compact
cars, to quintessential think tank dormitory chambers, many ideas have materialized. These ideas, lifelong schemes of
such worth, that they have refused todissipate, even now with my present engagement to the stimulating central line.
Rather, they have found some friends, as
believe you me, the London Underground, aside from being a nifty public
transport system, can be a conducive
environment in which to get your head
together.
And so in my thoughts of zones one,
two and beyond, my thoughts themselves begin to turn and face me, looking me right in the eye, as if to show me
the crux of what it is I have been mulling over,; :; :.. ...; , : . .-.,,:.>..-,:. '._•• :,
I have thought about my legal internship, and 1 have thought about the many
ways in which to analyze it. I have
thought about my temporary colleagues,
and I have thought about how some of
them have become my permanent
friends. 1 have thought about the courses
1 am taking, and 1 have thought about
how the growing connections between
the world of academia, and the universe
of reality, are becoming ever manifest. I
have thought about history, and 1 have
thought about philosophy, with the latter developing nicely from a mere major,
into a timeless existential guideline, inseparable from even our day to day lives.
I have thought about culture, and I have
thought about society, the ones I have
been immersed in for a years time, the
ones I left at home seemingly ages ago,
and the countless others waiting for me
to experience. I have thought about all
this jigsaw evidence that has presented
itself, and there begins to emerge before
me a bigger picture. From this bigger pic-

picting it as either my pillar or my abyss,
but nonetheless, I can't deny it the credit
it deserves for shaping my upbringing.
When I do look back, 1 see that it is the
intangibles that carry the most weight
through those marvelous years. Contrary to their name, suggesting a weightless, ephemeral quality, the effect of these
untouchables can often last a worthy
lifetime. Therefore, I reckon that when I
look back on my internship in a month,
or a decade, it will be those intangibles
that will spark the stories. This was never
more so clear to me than on my first day
at work, as the complexity of feelings and
diversity of emotions will forever commemorate my grand and humble enThey say that misery loves company,
trance into the working world.
and I am willing to bet that cynicism and

/ have made the most intimidating of judges laugh at
the same jokes as the slimiest of the accused, and I
have learned, somewhat conclusively, that 1 do not
wish to become a-lawyer. •• '**•**» •.«...—...- . ..Jl:
In previous Summers, I have taught
tennis, waited on tables, supervised
campers, and even campaigned for environmental legislation. I have punched a
time clock, and I have received a paycheck. 1 have tasted the sweetness of a
promotion, and I have refused to swallow my pride, and quit. However, there
was something so utterly unique about
the feeling that came over me upon putting on my first suit to 'wear to the office." In short, my actions and my words
became both intricately intertwined and
yet deeply repulsed by each other. The
result was the swirling tempest of ironic
duality that both fueled my curiosity
and fed my angst, putting a stride in my
step and a scowl on my face.
With the zip of a fly, I had become the
epitome of conformity, clad in my 40
pound (60$) polyester urban blue prison
suit that 1 had come to detest in my post
adolescent idealist phase. But, with the

SIRACDi
STUDY ABROAD
• Generous grants & academic scholarships
• Coursework, internships & more
. • . • Business programs in 3 countries
• Placement in foreign universities
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fit of a button, I proudly bore the world
wide insignia of societal excellence,
sporting pristinely pressed white collar
garments that would grant me entrance
and access to the houses and halls open
only to the apex of civil nobility. All this,
and still in the gaping mouth tractor
beam of my bedroom mirror, I learned a
truth that first day, and it is that you have
to look the part to be trusted with the
parcel.
With the cover of my corporate skin, 1
wager I gained along the lines of a psychological ton. Instantly, I seemed to
own the right to be callous and cranky
in the morning, allowing me to push effortlessly past even the most frail of elderly women on the underground ticket
line.'Why? Because it looked like I might
be late for some ground breaking morning meeting. So too, 1 felt no guilt in being equally as cantankerous and
. disgruntled in the early evening hours,
because I might have had a hard, trying,
_ even stressful day at work. I would glare
with scathing, unsympathetic eyes at the
occasional ultra-pampered cry baby
wobbly bobbing next to me on some
overstuffed Dial commercial of an underground car, I Would glare because I
could glare, and I could glare because I
needn't be subject to such nonsense. After dealing with the harshly barked orders of the eternally power tripping boss,
and the in-your-face complaints of the
chain smoking, victimized, pissed off,
poor-me client, I assure you, the wails of
a melancholy babe are anything but
sweet music. •
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pessimism do as well. I see now how
these three stooges are in complete cahoots with the working week. This trio
kept me company the week through, and
while I never once requested their presence, I was never able to tell them to get
lost either. This rather uneasy partnership that was formed would produce
within me a warm glow of contempt for
all things happy, causing me to have severe second, thoughts about what it was
I was doing. However, misery does love
company, and so companionship came
in the form of the great French satirist
Voltaire, who writes in Candide that "...is
there anything more absurd than to wish
to carry continually a burden which one
can always throw down? To detest existence, and yet to cling to ones existence?
In short, to caress the serpent which devours us, until he has eaten our very
heart." Although I concede that there are
arguable many ways in which to take
that sentiment, the relief came in the security that others, even, and especially
people of such great magnitude, had
such similar thoughts as I.

folks' common work place. What else
was I to do? I knew little, and could contribute even less about the woes and
blows of clients, the fluctuation of markets, and the resilience of the competition. I'd say I know now not only what
they were talking about, but more relevantly, why they were talking about it.
I believe I understand how your work
does in fact become such a part of your
life, a defining characteristic, up there
with fingerprints and breaking point.
Scary thing, because there I would sit on
the tube, tempted to turn to the nearest
unsuspecting passenger and tell them all
the juicy details from the trial of a client,
whose name I am forbidden to disclose.
I wish to go back and muse over the
scattered batch of recent letters from my
sister, four years my senior. Le tters which
I once quickly cast aside as the selfish
ramblings of an anxiously expecting
yuppie. Letters which 1 now cherish as
the shared notes from enthusiastic trials
of independence for which they are. And
as weekends too have slid in to their allotted spot on my sacred mantelpiece, I
can, in retrospect, belatedly relate to my
father, and his polite failure to find the
humor in my devious ploys to wake up
the house at the crack on Saturdays. If
nothing else, through my internship, I
have come to see my immediate family
in a brighter, more complete light, and
in so doing, have learned much about
myself as well.
I have witnessed first hand, and dare I
say first person, how one can temporarily find the answers to the days problems at the bottom of a pint glass, wine
glass, or shot glass. I have also heard, loud
and clear, the instinctive need to shout,
because all day long, nobody listened to
a word you have said. Disheartened and
depressed, I would try to remind myself
of the old adage that suffering builds
character,
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With this in mind, I would only get •
thrown for the greatest of loops by the
mere presence of the nearest homeless
person, whose outstretched limbs I elegantly stride across, en route to the
struggling street musician, whose sweetest of songs can not convince my hardened heart to shed even a drop of change.
By the time I would turn that final familiar corner, and would be fumbling for
the golden keys to my white walled flat,
what began as that swirling tempest of
ironic duality has blossomed into an
orgie of issues and restless nest of gnawing questions. 1 recognize this churning
confusion as a good and logical sign. I
relate to the temptation to zap these profound little prickers with the television,
or pound them senseless at the pub as
inevitable. I justify my fight against these
temptations as a healthy self defense. At
this overplayed end of the day, worn,
weary, and somewhat wiser, I know 1 do
not have all the answers (yet). But as a
dignified member of the silent optimistic majority,
I hope that all this will lead to more
issue filled orgies of late night conversations where I can talk a little about the

With the cover of my corporate skin, 1 wager 1 gained
along the lines of a psychological ton. Instantly 1
seemed to own the right to be callous and cranky in
the morning...
Now, the lowly peon, and grumpiness
personified, was no longer alone, and
this, ladies and gentlemen of the jury,
made me smile. If nothing more than a
sincere grin, another look at that warm
glow of contempt, and there was t least
the light it emitted. Light, when cast
upon, the right shadow, revealed some
previously misconceived notions that
have long remained a mystery to me.
Initially I shined back on to my family, and to the endless, beginingless
string of family dinners, through which
I would sit in acute silence and listen to
the intimidating conversations of my

experiences of the working man. I will
say that when your most faithful companions in the London Summer sun are
body odor, urine pools, and exhaust
fumes, you would be best to try and smell
the roses where and when you can.
Nietzsche said that "...whoever is dissatisfied with himself will always be
ready to revenge himself, therefore, we
others will be his victims, if only by always having to stand his ugly sight, for
the sight of the ugly makes men bad and
gloomy. Many a morning I could relate
to this notion, but still, there were those
days, where on my walk home, I would
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Steal ing Thieves Talent
BY ALLEN MILLER
Features Writer

Filmaker Bernardo Bercolucci returns to his native Italy after an absence of nearly twenty years with his
new film, Stealing Beauty. The story
could be labelled a mystery, but it is
not exactly Raymond Chandler material. Following her mother's suicide,
Lucy Harmon (Liv Tyler) travels to
Tuscany to spend the summer frolicking in a villa with a number of eccentric artists and family friends.
Ostensibly, Lucy makes the trip to get
her portrait painted. Instead, Lucy
turns the trip into a search both for the
father she never knew and for the opportunity to express the love she is
ready to give.

The story could be
labelled a mystery, but
it is not exactly
Raymond Chandler
material...
The film represents a major departure for Bertolucci, who cut his teeth
making brilliant, politically vital epics such as The Conformist, 1900 and
The Last Emperor. The main problem
here is the material. The story is so minor and inconsequential that it seems
like a waste of time for Bertolucci,
master of the epic international coproduction. The great Bertolucci
seems out of place in the insular community of Stealing Beauty
Perhaps in the capable hands of a
sapetfge satirist such as Robert Altaian,
Stealing Beauty could have been a
scathing indictment of the petty lives
of a group of artists in a foreign land."
But Bertolucci seems utterly incapable
of delivering the irony required of satire.
At one point, Bertolucci comes close,
the camera pans from Lucy's line, "But.
Tuscany is so beautiful" to a group of
prostitutes working a gray country
road. Alas this is only one promising
moment in two hours, for Bertolucci
pulls back and steers the conventional
course of predictable audience gratification. Though Stealing Beauty is
quite graphic, we are not shocked for
a moment.
However, Bertolucci can still direct
a lovely looking picture. He moves the
camera more fluidly and courageously than just about anyone in

movies today. Lucy's arrival in the
villa is heralded by a bravura sequence of tracking and crane shots.
Unfortunately, the wide screen cinematography is disheartening, for it
disguises an empty soul. Bertolucci
has now fallen into the trap of favor-
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Liv Tyler is no scene stealer in
the disappoitning Stealing Beauty.

ing painterly style over substance once
already this decade in 1994's Little
Buddha. This was never before the
case in Bertolucci's films. In 1900, stylish photography and editing made
that film's four and a half hours seem
like two. The expressionistic use of
color and temporal shifts in The ConJo rmist were true innovations that revealed the soul of a reluctant fascist.
' In Stealing Beauty, the most fascinating character is that of Alex, played
poignantly by Jeremy Irons. Irons
mixes the pretentiousness of writer
who can write no more with the joie
de vivre of dying man, punchy from
too many drugs. He becomes a confidant for Lucy whom he overshadows
considerably. As Lucy, Liv Tyler is con-

Bertolucci has now
fallen into the trap of
favoring painterly style
over substance once
already this decade..,
vincing only when displaying the
overt fury and anguish of losing her
mother. In moments requiring subtle
emotions she seems awkward.
Bertolucci lovers are best off renting the aforementioned classics on
videocassette, for Bertolucci is working well below his considerable talents here.
Hope springs eternal in Bertolucci's
next two projects: an examination of
the turbulent year 1968 and a followup to 1900 , , Until then,
considerStea ling Beauty as your light
dose of Tuscany, the superficial cure
to.a rainy day trip to the video store.
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Ask Dr. Chang
I could give you a list of some oFmy
personal favorites, but that takes all
the fun out of discovering great wines
on your own. Take heed, much depends on the food you plan to serve,
and there are many good wine publiFirstoff, 1 wouldlike to make it dear cations that can offer guidance. One
to my Trinity audience that this weekly of the handiest I've found is the "Quarterly Pocket List" (800-524-1005). For
article is devoted to the needs and
each issue, editor John Vankat scans
wants of you, my readers. Questions
nine major wine magazines for rethat keep you up at night, unsolved
mysteries that must be explained, and spected wines available for $15 a
especially questionsabout the opposite bottle or less, then assigns a compossex willbe diligently answered by my- ite grade to each of 500 selections. I
especially like this list because it's
self and an experienced staff of psysmall enough to fit in a coat pocket,
chologists,
pharmacologists,
gynecologists, mechanics, stylists, and so you can take it along to restaurants
and liquor stores.
paramedics.

Dr. Chang,
Dr Chang,
Some of my friends have car steTm 18 years old and attracted to
reos
with removable faceplates. I
older women, like 30. Is this normal?"
know they are supposed to be theft
—T Crescent Street
deterrents, but don't they actually
First, never tell a 30-year-old you
call attention to the fact that you've
consider her an older woman. Second,
spent some bucks on a good sound
act now: When you hit 30, you'll be
system? And in that case, what's
fantasizing about 18-year-olds.
stopping a thief from ripping off your
• The need for older companionship
stereo, calling in for a replacement
can be seen as satisfying two distinct
plate and then reselling the unit?
psychological cravings. First, it can be
-"R."Vernon Street
explained as a derivation of the much
The
theory
behind the removable
documented Oedipus complex. The
faceplates is that thieves are logical.
mother-son relationship extending
l£ there are two cars in a parking lot,
over to fantasies of older women playone with a standard stereo and one
ing the role of a nuturing mother-figwith a stereo sans faceplate, the thief
ure. Secondly, the dissatisfaction of
will rip off the first vehicle, since he
women in his age group, whether psyor she can move the hot property
chologically or physically, and the dequicky.
Those who are dense enough
sire to experiment with a more
to take the plateless stereo encounter
experienced partner.
technological trouble: Since they
In the case of the first relationship,
can't operate it without the faceplate,
we see factors of dependency and subit is unlikely they will go to the exserviency. The second relationship is
pense and risk of ordering a new one.
founded on a more dynamic exchange
. j n other words, they're ouiof luck and
-of ernoci.ons~wir.h the differences in—
are unlikely to waste their efforts on
age and maturity not being a distraca similar system in the future.
tion but a point of interest and excitement. I would caution you to examine
Dr.Changisawekly advice columthe relationship before committing to
nist
commissioned by the Tripod to
anything long-term, in the meantime;
doleout hiswisdomto Trinity students
have fun. :
for free. Dr. Chang's comments do not
necessarily represent those of the TriDr Chang,
pod or its staff Dr. Changis NOT a
To celebrate our first anniversary, I
liscensed therapist, doctor, mechanic,
plan to cook my girlfriend dinner and
food taster, police officer, cable comserve it by candlelight 1 want to purpany technician, hit man, muppet,
chase a nice wine but don't know
movie director, race car driver, drummuch about them. Could you point
mer for Ratt, pilot or middle school
me in the direction of a good inexpenvice-principle.
sive bottle
Ask Doctor Chang questions via
—"D" South Campus
email at "tripod@mail.trincoll.edu"
orwrite him at box702528.

Brisitsh Law Experience
(continued from page 18)
have the fortune to find some roses,
and drawing in a huge, scented
breath, I was reminded of the words
of William Blake, who said that "...he
who persists in his folly will become
wise."
This Summer I was a small but integral cog in the British Law Machine.
As I have learned that a lowly perspective can make for the choicest of
views, I have kept my eyes open and I
have seen much. I have learned how a
suit, a year, a degree, or a title can't immunize even the powers that be from
the politics of office gossip that run
quietly rampant through the ranks. I
have felt how the honest sting of a
scolding, because as part of a team
you screwed up, feels better than a
spoon fed excuse because you are only
a Summer intern.
I have learned that I prefer the relative tranquility of country life to the
constant current of urban dwelling. I
have found how it is imperative to
keep a fair perspective of your culture
and society, and been fortunate
enough to have experienced this

through the ultimate way: travel. I haw
made the most intimidating of judge;
laugh at the same jokes as the slimiest of
the accused, and I have learned, some'
what conclusively, that I do not wish tc
become a lawyer. If these are not life lonj
lessons, then perhaps I lost the point
long ago on that first day.
Knowing where to begin may be dif
ficult, but knowing where to end is en
lightenment. As I am to try and sum ut
my thoughts on this Summer in any way
it seems futile, as one closing memor)
leads playfully to a string of others.
Perhaps the most valuable lesson;
from my time at the firm will not be
come clear to me for years to come, as can
be the case with our friends, the intangibles. But so many seeds have been
planted, that I enter my final year of
University excited beyond belief to se«
what will sprout.
So with no end in sight, I look back tc
the beginning, to the myriad of late night
conversations, and truth be known, I see
now what I saw then. I see that therein
lie your conclusions, but the fact is, this
is far from the end. This is the beginning
of the life we have lived for.

10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5,

4,
3..
2.

signs that you're. a
You drink the punch at Tropical
"Crow? What's that?"
You fill out your Room Condition Report
You expect to meet that special someone at
AD Late Night
Your idea of a good time is a bottle of
something quick ori the Elton-Jones Quad
If female; Senior guys seem mature and
sensitive
,
If male: You find Tri-Delts in your 101 classes .
not only beautiful but also intelligent and . . articulate ,
.
.•
Broadcast means nothing to you
/
You buy all your books, required AND
recommended
,
You enter Trinity Package prepared to, show ID
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Men's Soccer Crushes Albertus Magnus
BY PETER RHOADS

Sports Writer

Guided by the strong leadership of the Men's soccer team
co-captains Jon Freeman, '98,
and Marc Salafia, '97, the Bantarn soccer players out dueled
Albertus Magnus on Monday
and Coast Guard Academy on
Friday night. Finishing undefeated after the first week has
the Bantam squad optimistic
that they can improve on last
year's 5-7-1 record.
After practicing twice a day
for close to three weeks, the Ban-

"For our first
performance...we
looked
very
strong
and
focused" - Marc
Salafia
tarn footmen were itching for an
opponent, and on Monday the
men's soccer team found that
opponent in Albertus Magnus.
Trinity started out controlling
the ball from the first whistle
and six goals later the Bantams
were victorious in their first
contest of the year. In the ninety
minutes of play, Trinity scored
six goals from four different
players.
Salafia showed his deft touch
by scoring the first of goal on a
superbly placed direct kick. Following Salaf ia's l d

Freshman Daniel Rudolph, in his first collegiate game, tries to
keep in his balance while controlling the ball against Albertus
Magnus last week.

Stone '99, who capitalized on
confusion in front of the net
with a nice volley, giving the
Bantams a 2-0 lead. Although
some teams might be satisfied
with a two goal lead, the Trinity Bantams thirsted for more.
Trinity's soccer team is as talented as they have ever been due
in large part to the influx of extremely skilled players in the
sophomore and freshman class.
The second half of the Albertus
Magnus contest highlighted
their skills. Brian Crumry '00
had his hand in two of fensive

surges. Not only did he score
one goal,.but he set up another,
Using his blazing speed,
Crumry broke through the
Albertus Magnus defense, leaving the goalie as the last line of
defense. In a desperate move to
prevent a score, the goalie tackled Crumry, giving the Bantams
a penalty kick. Salafia capitalized on the penalty kick, giving
him two goals for the game.
Complementing Crumry's
offensive performance were
Daniel Rudolph' 00, who scored
higjirst
l
l
|
d

Bants ended the game fatigued
but happy. Although the Coast
Guard squad was in excellent
shape, the Bants outplayed the
militia men. Battling a physical
team that was very deep had
Trinity wondering about the
outcome, but the Bants remained resilient and created
some good offensive opportunities. The Bantam's best offensive
opportunity of the first half
came with a rocket of a shot by
Stone that ricocheted off the
cross bar.
Other great opportunities in
the first half came from Salafia,
but with each great shot came
a subsequent great save from
the Coast Guard keeper. In the
second half great offensive opportunities were created by
Mike Baskoff '98 and Salafia,
but the Bants could not convert
for a score.
Although the Bants came out
LAURA BLACKWELL
of the Coast guard game with a
tie, they were happy, not only
with their physical play, but
Stone, who added his second their mental play as well. Batgoal of the game. Salafia had tling a physical team can be
only positive remarks after the unnerving, but the Bantams regame. "For our first perfor- mained a class act and kept
mance against another team, we their composure throughout
looked very strong and focused." the entire game.
Looking for their second vicWith the return of offensive
tory of the season, the team star Mike Wilson to the lineup
travelled to play intrastate rival and with two home games, CapCoast Guard on Friday evening. tain Freeman remains optimisBattling the wet conditions as tic for the next week. "With a
much as the Coast Guard team few more converted opportunithe Bantams ended the duel in ties and continued hustle, we
a hard fought tie. After playing should be in good shape to be
120 minutes of soccer, including competitive over the next
:
two 15 minute overtimes, .the.. week."
.
:

PIZZfl PLUS
\

RESTHURHNT
Delivers Just For You
GOURMET PIZZAS

PIZZAS
VEozzarella.
Dnion......
'epper
ausage....
Hamburger.
VIeatballs ..
VLushrooms
Bacon
Anchovies ..
epperoni..
Dlives
•ggplant...
Broccoli... .
'pinach
Combo of 2 .
Combo of 3 ,
Combo of 4 .

20
5.25
5.55
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
6.40
6.40
6.40
6.85
7.25

10.00
10.60
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
12.30
12.30
12.30
13.20
14.00

527-7764
297 Washington Street, Hartford, CT

TacoPizza

small

large

7.75

15.50'

Tortilla chips, ground beef, salsa sauce with
fresh lettuce and tomatoes

Pasta Pizza

7.75

15.50

Yes PASTA! Ricotta and mozzarella cheese,
rigatoni and fresh parsley

Clam Pizza

8.25

16.50

Baby clams, olive oil and garlic

Hawaiian Pizza

7.75

15.50

Ham and chunks, of pineapple

Quiche Pizza

7.75

15.50

The Ultimate in creativity

HTfais weeks special!!
Buy two large cheese pizzas and get
one large cheese pizza free
Mention this ad when you call
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Field Hockey Team Anxious to Start Season
front will be juniors Anna Norland and
Ashleigh Bischoff. They both have good
Sports Editor
stick skills, and can put the ball in the
net. Sophomores Nancy Dwyer and
The 1996 Trinity College Field Hockey Camilla Love will add needed depth, as
Team has many reasons to be excited well as offensive firepower.
about the upcoming season. First, their
Seniors Kearney Harrington and Katie
coach, Robin Sheppard, is back after tak- Altshul will be the leaders in the
ing sabbatical last fall. Second, there are midfield. Harrington, one of the two
returning players at almost every posi- captains, and Altshul, are both solid twotion, and finally, they are expecting to way players with great all around skills.
return to the ECAC playoffs. Sheppard Sophomore Vanessa Ruff will also play
returns to the helm for her 22nd year a key role in the midfield. Last year she
with an impressive record of 202-58-13. proved that she was a very versatile
During the past 14 years the field hockey player with great stick skills. Whitney
team has reached the playoffs 13 times, Scarlett, also a sophomore, will solidify
which includes an NCAA final four ap- the midfield, and will be able to help out
pearance in 1993.
on offense.
Trying to help the team will be a
The defense is in very capable hands
strong group of returning players. With this year. Leading this group will be sea group of 11 returning letter winners, nior co-captain Jenny Dakin. Dakin, a
B Y PETER GUINEY

"We definitely have the talent, but just have to apply
that talent on the field." -Jory Waldman
the field hockey team is ready to go back
to the playoffs. "Our main goal will be
to go to the NCAA's, but we would also
love to go to the ECAC's." said senior forward Jory Waldman. "We definitely
have the talent, but we just have to apply
that talent on the field," she added.
Waldman will be one of the players
that will be counted on to provide the
offensive spark. Last year Waldman led
the team with 15 points. Joining her up

1995 second Team Northeast Regional
Ail-American, is a very smart player,
who can be counted on to anchor the
defense. Dakin, who has a very deep foot
bruise, will probably miss the first game
against Elms on Thursday. Helping
Dakin out on defense will be sophomore
Kelly Flaman. Flaman saw a lot of playing time last year, and is a solid player.
Junior Amanda Tucker has not played
much on Varsity, but the team is confi-

Junior Anna Norland looks on as co-captain Kearney
Harrington avoids an opponent.
dent that she will round out a solid core
of defenders.
In goal once again this year will be junior Kristen Skedd. Skedd played every
minute last year, racking up a 1.02 goals
against average, which included four
shutouts wins. The team's success will
depend on how well Skedd performs this
year.

FILE PHOTO

This year's team is very talented that
also has a lot of depth. "We have a lot of
talented players on the team this year,
especially with our seniors," said Tucker.
Coaches Robin Sheppard and Chantal
Lacroix have high expectations for this
year, and they are confident that this
team will be able to lead Trinity back
into post-season play once again.

Women Place 1st At Amherst Invit.
position with a time of 21:12. Another
freshmen, Fran Spina, ran an excellent
one will be able to step up and perform." race, placing sixth for the team and 34th
The Women's team is able to boast a overall. Following were Katie Bisbee, '98,
first place finish, defeating UMass- Susan O'Hare, '99, Jacqueline Lawrence,
Dartmouth, Springfield, ranked seventh '97, and Megan Dunphy '00, all putting
. in Th'e NCAA Division III, and rivals forth a superior effort making the
Amherst and Wesleyan, among others. womens' victory possible.
In order to accomplish this, Trinity
The women's team is very exited
placed three women in the top 10 and about the great finish. Along with this
had fine performances from each mem- excitement the women realize that the
ber of the team.. Sophomore Yolanda two months ahead will require hard
Flamino led the team with a first place work and determination and do not
finish. Liz Worthy, '98, followed with a want to be overly optimistic. But, with
strong seventh place finish, posting a effort the women feel they have the abiltime of 20:15. A mere eight seconds be- ity to repeat this feat.
hind was returning sophomore Kim
Both men and women hope and exMendell with an impressive ninth place pect further success at their next meet,
finish. Freshman Denise Van de Kamp the Vassar Invitational, and through out
was equally impressive in her first colle- the remainder of the season. A season
giate race, finishing 18th in a field con- in which each runner has the potential
sisting of over 100 people. Senior Captain to help these solid teams further adJill Romano grabbed the final scoring vance and continue to excel.
Contin uedfrom page 24
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\Wesjterrt Conn. Away
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:
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%iti$pto?fc HOME
Wl; itiolyoke
Avyay

__

9/19
9/21
9/25
9/29
10/2
10/5
10/10
10/12
10/16
10/19
10/24
10/26
10/29

Eastern Conn.
Bates
Conn. College
Williams
Clark
Colby
Smith
Tufts
Nichols
Bowdoin
Mt.Holyoke
Middlebury
Wesleyan

Field Hockey
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
Away

Mens' 5Soccer

Weekend and Evening Shifts
Kinko's is trie leader in the photocopy Industry with over 800
staes internationally. Our tremendous rate
of growth provides a wide variety of
^
career opportunities f a those seeking a
-hallenge. We are seeking career-aiented individuals with previous customer service experience f a our Hartford location.
Our staes are open 24 hours a
,u
day, 7 days a week.
T*
Fax resumes to Chris Savage at
(203) 231-8339 a stop by our location at
544 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105
No phone calls, please.
Kinko's is an equal opportunity employer.

kinkof$

Your branch office

9/18
9/21
9/28
10/2
10/5
10/9
10/12
10/16
10/19
10/26
10/30
11/6

Salve Regina
Bates
Williams
Conn. College

HOME
HOME .
Away
Away
M.I.T
HOME
Amherst
HOME
Tufts
HOME
Eastern Conn. Away
Bowdoin
Away
Middlebury
HOME
Wesleyan
Away
Western Conn. Away

9/19
9/21
9/26
9/28
10/2
10/5
10/9
10/12
10/17
10/19
10/22
10/26
10/29
10/31

Elms College
Bates
Mt. Holyoke
Williams
Springfield
Colby
Conn. College
Tufts
Smith
Bowdoin
Wesleyan
Middlebury
Keene St.
Amherst

Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away

Womens1 Tennis
9/18
9/22
9/28
10/3
10/5
10/9
10/12
10/16
10/22
10/25

Conn. College HOME
Brandeis
HOME
Away
Williams
Away
U Hartford
Vassar
Away
UCONN
HOME
Tufts
HOME
Wesleyan
HOME
Away
Smith
New Englands
@ Amherst College
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Women's Tennis To Rely On Experienced Players
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

The 1996 Trinity women's tennis team
have many new faces on the courts this
season, but there were no signs of first
match jitters on opening day. The women
crushed Mt. Holyoke in their season
opener last Thursday, 9-0. Erica Mann '99
won the bagel award by not allowing
even one game to slip by her. The only
slight scare came in the 1st doubles position. Co-Captain Katie Reifenheiser '97
and Mann seemed to get a bit distracted
and nervous on there first match out, letting their score get to 5-5. They regrouped and won 3 straight games to
with the match, 8-5.
The team was overpowered on Sunday
when they travelled to Amherst and lost
0-9. Amy Friedman, '99, managed to
push her game to three sets before losing, 7-5 in the third.
The Bantams finished last season with
a noteworthy fourth place finish at the
New England Division 111 Championships, just a few points behind league
power houses, Williams and Amherst.
The team is moving on quickly, but they
will never forget the support and excellence displayed by their graduating seniors Anne Chick '96 and Holly Nelson
'96. They mirrored their record of the '94
season by finishing 7-4, butfor'96 they
hope to stay at #4 or move up to #3 in
the ranks. "We have a better team this
year and we have more depth on our
team this year. Our #6 player from last
year, Sarah Maloney '99, is now at #8 and
this shows just how much depth we have
this season," stated 2nd year assistant
coach Kelly Berry.
Coach Wendy Bartlett.now in her 13th
year as head coach, has been working
hard with the team putting together
line-ups, getting to know her new players, givi ng pointers, and conditioning her
squad. Alter workouts and challenge

WES SALEM

Sophomore Erica Mann gets set to return an Amherst shot.

matches the line up was made. This
season's co-captains, Carrie Birgbauer '97
and Reifenheiser, will top out the line up
at the #1 and #2 singles spots respectively. Birgbauer had a very successful
year in 1996 by reaching the finals in her
division at the New Englands as well as
having a 7-2 singles record. Reifenheiser
also finished at 7-2.
The freshman have taken over the
middle line-up positions. "I feel that
these are healthy spots for freshman to
be in," commented Bartlett. "They can
gain experience here and prepare to
move up in future seasons." Megan
Hurley '00 is slotted at #3 and fellow
freshman Caroline Hughes is now at #4.
They come to Trinity from neighboring
Massachusetts towns where they liad
competitive tennis careers as teammates
on the Winchester Tennis Club league.
There they competed against many
NELTA members. Hughes, who also has
a background "fii basketball, seems 'to
have a unique style, footwork, and spirit
which are making her a valuable member of the team.
Mann is now playing in the 5th posi-

tion while Amy Friedman '99 is at #6.
Friedman has shown improvement and
both coaches have recognized her potential. By working hard this summer she
boosted her team standing from a #10
Junior Varsity status player to the # 6 spot
which propelled her into the starting
varsity line up. Erica Veysey '99 also has
been working hard on her game which
led her be moved up from # 8 singles to
#7.
"Everyone did their homework in order to improve their positions on the
team, but it's just that everyone came in
with a lot of things to offer. I wouldn't
even say that we were in a rebuilding season, even though we only have two up-

perclassmen playing this season. This is
due to all of the talent we have coming
in," remarked Berry. Maloney, Heidi
Poison '00, Daphne de Domincis '00, and
Erica Johnson '00 round out spots 8-11,
respectively.
Doubles teams have been created, but
it seems that this is where the real challenge will lie. For the #1 doubles spot,
Reifenheiser has teamed u p with last
season's Most Improved Player, Mann.
Mann comes off 1996 with an 8-0
doubles record teamed with Abiah
Folger, '98, who is spending her junior
year abroad in Italy. Birgbauer a n d
Hurley are a strong duo at # 2 while
Veysey will make her varsity debut with
teammate Hughes at #3. Coach Bartlett
plans to work on doubles with the team
this week. "We seem to have a very well
balanced team. As you c a n see o u r
singles are very strong, but 1 hope we can
work more on our doubles and concentrate on the team aspect of our doubles,"
commented Barlett.
Challenge matches should still be going on for a few more weeks, but no dramatic changes will be made. There is the
possibility of some flip flopping of a few
spots, but things seem pretty permanent.
The Bantams will continue their quest
for excellence at home against Connecticut College on Wednesday and again on
Parents Weekend against Brandeis. Assistant Coach Berry has high hopes for
this season. "We have a very young team
with a lot of talent. I expect our record
to be as good or better than last season."
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College View Cafe Scoreboard
THIS WEEK College View Cafe Weekly
IN BANTAM Trivia Contest
Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia
questions correctly and leave a voice mail at The
Tripod X2589 wins a pitcher of Beast from The
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 18
MEN'S SOCCER V. SALVE REGINA
4:00PM
WOMEN'S TENNIS V. CONN COLLEGE
3:00PM
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 19
Women's Field Hockey at Elms College
3:30PM
Women's Soccer at Eastern Connecticut
4:00PM
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 21
MEN'S SOCCER V. BATES 11:00AM
WOMEN'S SOCCER V. BATES 11:00AM
FIELD HOCKEY V. BATES 11:00AM
FOOTBALL V. BATES 1:30PM
Women's Volleyball at Brandeis 9:00AM
Cross Country at Vassar Invitational
12:00PM
Men's Golf at Williams Invitational
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 22
WOMEN'S TENNIS V. BRANDEIS 10:00AM

View.

1) What country won the gold medal in
Men's Soccer at this summer's Olympic
Games?
2) What will the new nickname of the NBA's
Washington Bullets be this year?
3) Who won the 1996 Conn Smythe Award,
given to the most valuable player in the
NHL playoffs?
4) What Trinity Alum is now playing on the
PGA Tour?
5) Who was the #1 draft pick in the 1996
NBA College Draft?

1995 FaUSports Results
Football: 6-2

! 1996 Football Schedule

Playoffs

I Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9

Women's Soccer: 6-6-2
Wonie>rtWeiigi5^7i^4lh:- •
place at New Englands
Cross Country; Men #18 in
New England,
Women #10 in New England,

Bates
Williams
Hamilton
Tufts
Bowdoin
Middlebwy
Amherst
Wesleyan

HOME
Away
Away
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
Away

College View Cafe
SA¥E $6.50 AT THE VIEW
$10 WITH COUPON

AthletesOf
The Week
Colleen Kirby '99 and
YolandaFlamino e99

2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

GOOD FROM NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED

Tuesdays $4 Pitchers*

LISTEN TO ALL
THE ACTION ON\
89.3 WRTC

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*=Mil'sBesc

In her first game in goal
ever, Kirby made 18 saves
against Amherst, the #1
team" in New England, to
salvage a tie 'for the
women's soccer team.
Flamino, a sophomore
cross country runner from
Ellington, CT, finished in
first place at the Amherst
Invitational in a field that
contained over 100 runners.
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Bantam Football Looks to Extend Streak to 17
BY LEVI LITMAN AND
MIKE WEINER

Featured Writer & Sports Writer

Entering the fall of 1996, Trinity seeks to extend their consecutive winning season streak
toseventeen. However, this year,
the Bantams return just eleven
starters. While many of the
skilled offensive positions re-'
turn starters from a year ago, the
offensive line, facing the loss of
John Duganand Tiger Reardon,
is somewhat less experienced.
While the linebackers and secondary
have
returning
lettermen, the defensive line has
just one returning starter. Although the Bantams lack the
experience previous Trinity
football teams possessed, they
looked impressive this weekend, defeating Colby 21-0 in a
scrimmage. "We looked great on
Saturday with a balanced attack. That's something that normally doesn't come around
until later in the year," said senior co-captain Rob Norton.
Junior quarterback Joe
Mullaney led the Trinity attack
with 21 yards rushing, 97 yards

Junior Quarterback Joe Mullaney looks to lead the
Bantams to another winning season

passing, and two touchdowns.
Mullaney, who ran for 335 yards
and passed for 597 yards last
year, can cause trouble for opposing defenses with the dual
threat of running and passing
the football. The backfield is the
experience and strength of this
year's Bantam team. Senior Ray
Jones, the second leading rusher
in the NESCAC last year with

FILE PHOTO

907 rushing yards and nine
touchdowns, will start as one of
the wingbacks. Tom Kaija '98,
who rushed for 117 yards last
year, will be the other
wingback. Senior Brian Byrne
(228 all-purpose yards last
year) will start as the Bantams
fullback. At receiver, Trinity
will feature Scott Andrews and
Rob Kane, both senior

letterman, while sophomore
Marc Maccarini will also see
time. Rounding out the receiving core will be senior co-captain and two-way starter Rob
Norton, at tight end. Norton,
who caught two passes for fortyseven yards and a touchdown in
the scrimmage, will attempt to
solidify the receiving core as a
team leader on offense.

The offensive line is a mixture of experience and raw talent. After losing two of their
star lineman from last year, the
starting line includes three underclassmen. Anchoring the
line will be center Joe Cerreto
and guard Joe De Angelis, both
seniors.
The outside of the line, while
lacking in seniority, is solidified
by sophomore Greg Tirrell and
Melrose, MA native Brian
Blanchard, '00. Rounding out
the line is a returning letterman,
sophomore guard, Mike Benoit.
With the Bantams offense returning six starters, including
most of their backfield, the
team will look to improve on
their average of almost 22
1
points per game and 369.9 allpurpose yards per game.
Last year, the defense, in holding their opponents to just 12.5
points a game, was the strength
of the Trinity team. This year's
defensive line, however, returns
just one starter, junior tackle
Brad Mannal who led the defensive squad with eight sacks in
addition to his 44 tackles last
season. Freshman Blue Eaves
see Football, Page 22

Good Start for Women's Soccer
Places At Amherst

BY PETER GUINEY

Sports Editor

"t

4

The Trinity College Women's
Soccer team looks to improve on
their 6-6-2 record of a year ago.
With 17 returning players, along
with a talented class of freshmen, the team hopes to return
to the playoffs this year. The
team will sorely miss steady
play of goaltender Susan Lally
'96, who graduated in May, but.
they will count on. experience to
carry them through the season.
With talented forwards and reliable defenders, the team
doesn't have any noticeable
weaknesses.
With no returning goalies
some though that it may be difficult to have a successful season, but sophomore Colleen
Kirby- '99 decided to give
goaltending a try. If her first
game is any indication of what
is to come, it is safe to say that
the job is in good hands. Kirby
made 18 saves in a 0-0 tie
against Amherst this Saturday.
It was Kirby's first ever game
playing goalie, but she played as

. BY YOLANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer

On Saturday, the Men's and1
Women's Cross Country
teams opened their season
with the Amherst Invitational, Both teams, with a
mixture of returning athletes
and newcomers, posted impressive scores and times.
, In a tough field, the men's
Sophomore Robin Mack chases an Amherst
defender on Saturday

will play alongside Samantha
Desmarais '97 and Paige Volmer
'99. Those three will be counted
on to carry most of the offensive
workload. They will be helped
out by a young group of talented midfielders. Sophomores
Robin Mack and Shelly Lozier
lead a young group of players.
Mack, whose season was cut
short due to injury last year, is a
quick player that can make
things happen on the field.

*:v

"It was really important for us to get off
to a good start, and we think we played
very well." -Alyson Guild
if she were an experienced veteran. "I was so nervous before
the game, but my teammates
helped me out the entire game."
At forward this year, the Bantams will depend on the solid
play of senior captain Alyson
Guild, Guild, who had 12 points
a year ago, and stands sixth on
the Trinity all-time scoring list,

Lozier, and junior Colleen
McGlynn are both excellent defenders who can also provide
offensive support. Vanessa
Passareli '97, Sarah Bettencourt
'98 and Amanda Marsh '00 will
all share time at the center
midfield position. Joanna
Padden '00 is a great field player
who-will see a lot of action this

coming season. "We got a lot*
of good recruits and it's inspired the upperclassmen to
workharder. We all ran a lot
"Iribre over the summer and
we're all in good shape," cornmen ted Johnson. Baker is also
very impressed with the
freshman. "This is one of the
best recruiting class we've had
in years. They give us enough
depth that if one of the top
runners does get hurt, some-

CHRIS HUNT

"We all ran smart We didn't go out too
fast We were able to hang together for
the first three mites and hang together," Rob Johnson

year.
The defense will be led by a
group of freshmen this year.
Katie Flemming , Gretchen
MacColl and Kristin Arnold
team placed fourth overall year's team arid are again exareall talented players who" will' and easily defeated'rival team pected tp help propel Trinity
be counted on to play solid deWesleyan. Trinity -hasn't through a successful season.
fense. Sophomores Courtney
, beaten Wesleyanm52yearsat . "We all ran smart. We didn't
Glenn and Ashley Hull, along
dual meets, In the team're- go out too fast We were able
we played really well," said sesuits, Tufts placed first, fol- to hang together for the first
nior captain Guild. "Everyone
lowed by Amherst and three miles and work off each
was so impressed with the play
IMassHDartmouth respec- other. After that we just gave
of the freshmen and sophotively. Trinity was able to cap- whatever we could;" said
mores. They played with a lot
ture fourth place due to strong Johnson.
of intensity, which is what'we
individual performances. SeRounding out Trinity's top
need to do," she added. The
nior captain Charles Baker led five finishers was Ben
story of the game, however, was
the way for the Bantams, com- Appleyard, '98, with a time of
the play of Kirby. She made 18
ing in seventh with a time of 28:50. Strong supportive efsaves in the game opener, which
26:55, bettering his perfor- forts were put forth by sophohad people wondering if it remance from last year by over mores Reggie Phillips and
ally were her first time playing
one minute, Nipping at his Andy Joseph along with
goalie.
heels was Eric Lavigne, '98, freshmen Andy Malick, MatThe Bantams hope that the
clocking in at 27:00 for an thew Wong, David Kyle, and
team's intensity will continue
eighth place finish.
Adam Forkner. This strong
throughout the season. Next up
Following closely behind group of freshmen is expected
for the women's soccer team
were senior captains Rob to play a major role in the upwill be an away contest at EastJohnson and Josh Olson, who
ern Connecticut University on
were & driving force for last
see Women, page 21
Thursday.

